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COMMENCEMENT
Cedar Falls, Iowa  |  November 28, 2020

The University of Northern Iowa’s purpose is to enrich lives, 
communities, and the world through our students, faculty, staff, 
and alumni.  We achieve our purpose by striving to help every 
member of the University of Northern Iowa community reach their 
educational, professional, and personal life goals.
UNI enriches lives, communities and the world by providing a high 
quality learning environment that empowers our students to build 
strong senses of purpose, community, and responsibility.  We also 
fulfill our purpose through innovative approaches to advancing knowledge, promoting 
creativity, and solving problems in partnership with the people, schools, communities, 
and industries we serve.  
Commencement offers an opportunity to pause and celebrate the accomplishments of 
our students and the important work we do to prepare graduates for lives of purpose 
through their careers and in their homes and communities.
To the graduates of the Class of 2020 – CONGRATULATIONS!  You make us all Panther 
Proud.  We wish you great success and hope you stay engaged with your Alma Mater.  
To the faculty and staff who prepared our graduates for success throughout their 
lives, thank you for your dedication to helping each student reach their educational, 
professional, and personal goals.
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A partial list of the degree 
colors to be found on the edge 
of the hood or the trimming on 




Blue, dark - Philosophy
Green - Medicine
Pink - Music
Blue, light - Education
Green Sage - Physical 
Education
Purple - Law
Brown - Fine Arts
Lemon - Library Science
Scarlet - Theology
Citron - Social Science
Maize - Agriculture
White - Arts and Letters
Copper - Economics
Maroon - Family
Yellow Golden - Science and 
Consumer Sciences
The Academic Procession
The procession begins with the entrance of the candidates for degrees. Led 
by faculty marshals, the candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Arts, both the 
Teaching Program and the Liberal Arts Program, Bachelor of Fine Arts, Bachelor 
of Liberal Studies, Bachelor of Music and Bachelor of Science enter in groups, 
representing each of the undergraduate colleges. They are followed by the 
candidates for the highest degrees.
Students wearing a bronze medallion are those graduating summa cum laude (with 
highest honors), which represent the top three percent of each college by grade point 
average; or those graduating students receiving a Purple and Old Gold Award, given 
to those students who have excelled in scholarship or who have shown conspicuous 
achievement in particular areas.
The procession continues with representatives of the faculty.
The President’s Party forms the final section of the academic procession. Headed by the 
commencement marshal, it includes the president; members of the Board of Regents, 
State of Iowa; administrative officers; the academic deans; and honored guests.
The individuals leading the procession of the graduates, the faculty and the 
president’s party carry a mace which is a symbol of office. Those individuals are the 
student body president, the chair of the faculty and the university commencement 
marshal. Over long tradition, a mace is a symbol of authority and official 
celebration. The university mace is the largest of the three maces and it embodies 
the history and dignity of the entire university. The president wears a jeweled 
“Chain of Office” symbolizing the wearer is the leader of the institution. The silver 
chain includes links with the names of previous presidents of the institution, as well 
as previous names of the university.
The academic costumes worn trace their origin to the Middle Ages when long-sleeved 
hooded gowns were necessary for warmth in the unheated stone colleges. Over the 
centuries, much diversity occurred, and to bring some order, in the United States in 
1894 an intercollegiate system of academic costume was agreed on, now adhered 
to by American institutions. According to this code, both the styling and colors of the 
regalia have significance.
The design of the gown indicates the degree. The bachelor’s is a simple gown with a 
full sleeve. The master’s gown is much like it except for the long sleeve which hangs 
loose. The doctoral gown is fuller and more elaborate. It has velvet edging and three 
velvet stripes on the full sleeve. The color of this velvet may be black or in the color 
appropriate to the degree.
Hoods, which are worn over the gowns, are similar for all degrees, although differing 
slightly in length. The candidates for the bachelor’s degrees usually do not wear the 
hood. The hood has a velvet edging which indicates the area of the degree, and the 
inside or lining of the hood is satin in the colors of the college or university granting 
the degree.
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Alpha Delta Mu 
Silver and Black
Alpha Delta Mu recognizes 
and honors scholarship and 
professional development in 
the knowledge and practice 
of Social Work.
Alpha Kappa Delta 
Teal
Alpha Kappa Delta 
recognizes scholarship and 
professional development in 
the area of Sociology.
Alpha Psi Omega 
Blue and Gold
Alpha Psi Omega is 
an honorary fraternity 
for students who have 
distinguished themselves 
through their academic 
artistic work in the theater.
Beta Beta Beta 
Red and Green
Beta Beta Beta recognizes 
scholastic achievement in 
Biology.
Beta Gamma Sigma 
Blue and Gold
Beta Gamma Sigma 
encourages and honors 
academic achievement 
and personal excellence in 
the study and practice of 
business.
Chi Sigma Iota 
Blue and White
Chi Sigma Iota is the 
international honor society 
for students, professional 
counselors and counselor 
educators established 
at Ohio University in 
1985. Our mission is to 
promote scholarship, 
research, professionalism, 
leadership and excellence in 
Counseling, and to recognize 
high attainment in the pursuit 
of academic and clinical 
excellence in the profession 
of Counseling.
Gamma Theta Upsilon 
Light Blue, Light Brown and 
Gold
Gamma Theta Upsilon 
promotes professional 
interest and enhances 
academic training in 
Geography.
Kappa Delta Pi 
Green and Purple
Kappa Delta Pi promotes 
excellence in all areas of 
Education as well as personal 
and professional growth in 
teachers and future teachers.
Kappa Mu Epsilon 
Rose Pink and Silver
Kappa Mu Epsilon recognizes 
scholarship and fellowship 
for students interested in 
Mathematics.
McNair Scholars Program 
Black and Gold Stole
Through a grant from the U.S. 
Department of Education, the 
McNair Program prepares 
eligible participants for 
doctoral studies through 
involvement in research and 
other scholarly activities.
Mu Kappa Tau 
Royal Blue and Gold
Mu Kappa Tau encourages 
and recognizes the 
scholarship, professional 
development, and personal 
integrity and excellence 
among students of Marketing.
Omicron Delta Epsilon 
Gold and Blue
Omicron Delta Epsilon 
attempts to expose members 
to out-of-class Educational 
experiences in Economics.
Omicron Delta Kappa 
Sky Blue, White and Black
Graduates wearing a 
white stole are members 
of Omicron Delta Kappa 
which is a junior-senior 
honorary organization 
which recognizes students 
who have demonstrated 
high levels of academic 
achievements, leadership 
in campus affairs, and 
community service.
Phi Alpha Theta 
Red and Light Blue
Phi Alpha Theta encourages 
the study of History by 
providing recognition for 
papers and scholarly work.
Phi Eta Sigma 
Gold and Black
Graduates wearing black 
and gold cords are members 
of Phi Eta Sigma which 
recognizes first-year students 
who have a cumulative grade 
point average of at least 3.5 
on a 4.0 scale at the close of 
any full-time curricular period 
during their first year.
Phi Upsilon Omicron 
Yellow and White
Phi Upsilon Omicron 
recognizes and encourages 
academic excellence and 
leadership development 
in the area of family and 
consumer sciences.
Pi Kappa Lambda 
Pink and Purple
Pi Kappa Lambda is 
dedicated to the furtherance 
of music in Education and 
Education in music and 
recognizes and encourages 
scholarship and musicianship.
Pi Sigma Alpha 
Red, White and Black
To stimulate productive 
scholarship and intelligent 
interest in the subject of 
government among students 
at institutions of higher 
learning in which chapters 
are maintained.
Psi Chi 
Light Blue and Gold
Psi Chi encourages and 
honors undergraduate 
academic achievement and 
scholarship in psychology 
and psychological research.
Sigma Delta Pi 
Crimson and Gold
Sigma Delta Pi promotes 
the study of the Spanish 
language and Hispanic 
culture and literature.
Sigma Gamma Epsilon 
Silver, Gold and Royal Blue
Sigma Gamma Epsilon 
recognizes scholarship and 
professionalism in the area of 
Earth Science.
Sigma Pi Sigma 
Blue and Silver
Sigma Pi Sigma members 
must attain high standards 
of general scholarship and 
outstanding achievement in 
the area of Physics.
Sigma Tau Delta 
Cardinal and Black
Sigma Tau Delta recognizes 
high achievement in studies 
of English language and 
literature and encourages 
creative and critical writing.
Academic Honorary Organizations
Students who are members of academic honorary organizations will be identified by the color of cord they are wearing as follows:
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Business Student Ambassadors
Graduates wearing purple, gold and drab cords are members 
of Business Student Ambassadors. BSA aims to be the voice of 
the College of Business Administration to prospective business 
students and campus visitors. This organization, composed 
only of a select group of business majors, will provide insight 
regarding those attributes that make UNIBusiness a best 
business school. Ambassadors provide tours of Curris Business 
Building and answer questions about the college from a current 
student point of view. Ambassadors represent UNIBusiness 
to alumni, business professionals, and other special campus 
guests. Additionally, Ambassadors serve on panels and help 
with special UNI visit days. Ambassadors play an integral role 
in the recruitment of prospective students as representatives of 
UNIBusiness.
Connecting Alumni To Students
Graduates wearing purple and black cords are members of 
Connecting Alumni To Students (CATS), the official student 
chapter of the UNI Alumni Association. These dedicated 
students represent the UNI student body to alumni and friends. 
CATS create and promote the lasting connections between past, 
present and future Panthers.
Ethnic Student Promoters
Graduates wearing purple and silver cords are members of 
Ethnic Student Promoters (ESP). ESP members are dedicated 
to creating, sustaining, and supporting diversity at UNI through 
the Office of Admissions. The promising students provide 
services to the University by assisting with the recruitment of 
new and diverse students, hosting events and visit days, and 
creating an inclusive environment.
International Student Promoters
Graduates wearing lavender and purple cords are members 
of International Student Promoters (ISP). ISP members are 
committed to promoting UNI and international education to 
prospective students around the world. They assist the Office 
of Admissions with a variety of recruitment and diversity efforts 
including communicating with interested international students 
and facilitating their smooth transition to UNI.
National Residence Hall Honorary
Graduates wearing royal blue and white cords are members 
of the National Residence Hall Honorary, an honorary 
organization recognizing the top one percent of leaders who 
live on campus. Members are inducted for showing continual 
service to the community, leadership within the residence 
halls, recognition of others in their endeavors, and outstanding 
scholarship during their tenure living on campus.
Northern Iowa Student Government
Graduates wearing gold or purple stoles are members of the 
Northern Iowa Student Government (NISG). Since 1916, various 
governing bodies comprised of students have represented 
the student body as a whole. NISG, as the student governing 
body has been called since 1989, is committed to improving the 
administration of student affairs, encouraging the greatest level 
of communication and cooperation, ensuring the protection of 
student rights, and providing excellence in education.
Social and Behavioral Representatives
Graduates wearing lavender and white intertwined cords are 
members of Social and Behavioral Representatives (SABRs). 
Students selected to be part of SABRs promote the mission of 
the College of Social and Behavioral Sciences. They educate 
prospective students about the role social science can play in 
improving society and they volunteer their time by serving non-
profit agencies in the local community.
Student Admissions Ambassadors
Graduates wearing purple and gold intertwined cords are 
members of the Student Admissions Ambassadors (SAA). 
Since 1989, SAA has served the University in a variety of ways. 
From giving campus tours to prospective students, alumni and 
University guests, to serving as representatives of the student 
body at special events, SAA is recognized as one of the 
premier service organizations on campus.
Team TC/TK
Graduates wearing purple and white cords are members of 
Team TC/TK, UNI’s mascot program. These dedicated students 
have volunteered countless hours to help make sure TC and 
TK make it to hundreds of scheduled appearances all year 
long. They are the students who stand beside, and behind the 
mascots, and are our cornerstones to Panther Pride. Watch 
closely as the graduates cross the stage. When you spot who is 
wearing panther paws instead of shoes, you finally know who 
the faces behind the fur have been!
University Ambassador Organizations
Through their mission, service, and dedication these organizations exist for the promotion and support of the university to others.
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University Honors Program
Graduates wearing gold University Honors medallions are recipients of designations from the University Honors Program. The 
designation of University Honors with Distinction indicates the completion of at least thirty credit hours of honors-level course work 
throughout a student’s undergraduate study. The designation of University Honors indicates the completion of at least eighteen 
credit hours of honors-level coursework. Both designations require the completion of an undergraduate honors thesis. Students 
earning honors designations are noted throughout the commencement program along with their thesis titles.
Graduation with Honors
Three levels of honors are awarded to students on graduation from a bachelor’s degree curriculum. To receive an honor rating, 
the student must earn not less than 55 semester hours of credit at this university.
The names of the students receiving honors are identified in the commencement program and on their academic transcript.
Summa Cum Laude
Students whose cumulative UNI grade point average places them in the top 3% of those students graduating from their 
academic major college/division will be awarded Summa Cum Laude. Recipients of this honor will wear a bronze medallion.
Magna Cum Laude
Students whose cumulative UNI grade point average places them in the top 4% through top 8% of those students graduating 
from their academic major college/division will be awarded Magna Cum Laude. Recipients of this honor will wear a purple cord.
Cum Laude 
Students whose cumulative UNI grade point average places them in the top 9% through top 15% of those students graduating 
from their academic major college/division will be awarded Cum Laude. Recipients of this honor will wear a gold cord.
Legacy Graduates
The University of Northern Iowa has a long and proud tradition of multi-generational family graduates. The Legacy designation (%) in 
the commencement program signifies that a parent and/or grandparent is also a UNI graduate. Legacy information included in this 
program was submitted by the graduate.
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Military Science
The following graduates have earned a commission as a Second Lieutenant in the United States Army.
Tomas Breitringer, Electrical Engineering Technology
Tierra D’Amato, Biology: Biomedical
Morgan Jones, Elementary Education
Tyler Nelsen, Physics
Marissa Roosa, Elementary Education and Middle Level Education Dual Major
Logan Santel, Communication Studies: Organizational Communication
Sydney Spargur, Physical Education
Leddia Tallman, Public Health and Education: Wellness and Fitness
Merchant Scholarship
The gifts of Frank Ivan and Kate Merchant are awarded for the purpose of graduate study to outstanding 
graduates of the University of Northern Iowa. The fields of study and the university to be attended are shown.
Zachary Heinzman, Iowa Carver College of Medicine: Doctor of Medicine
RaeAnn Swanson-Evans, University of Texas at El Paso: Ph.D. in Borderlands History
Outstanding Student Leader
The Outstanding Student Leader Award is designed to recognize students who have demonstrated dedication 
and leadership through their involvement in one or more campus activities.
Adalberto “Beto” Castrejon, Marketing: Management
Nicole Goodman, English Teaching
Megan Lenstra, Communication Theatre Teaching and English Teaching
Jacob Levang, Management: Organizational Leadership
Jameka Mosley, Sociology
Sara Ritondale, Communication/Electronic Media: Digital Journalism
Student Speakers
SPRING 2020 COMMENCEMENT STUDENT SPEAKERS
Abigail Chagolla, Communication and Theatre: Performance
Jacob Hartman, Elementary Education
Faisal Yasin, Accounting
FALL 2020 COMMENCEMENT STUDENT SPEAKER
Megan Lenstra, Communication Theatre Teaching and English Teaching
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Purple and Old Gold Awards
The Purple and Old Gold Award recognizes achievement and success in and out of the classroom at the University of Northern Iowa. 
Named after the university colors, the traditional awards were first presented at commencement ceremonies in 1939. The Purple 
and Old Gold Award is the highest award given out by university departments to one undergraduate student in their corresponding 





Sydney Atwood, Political Science
Rasmira Bajramovic, Health Promotion and Education
Brielle Beck, Management
Jessica Birch, Public Administration
Hannah Black, Family Services
Nicholas Brown, Economics
Savanna Burkle, Theatre
Bailey Caskey, Communication Studies
Reed Christensen, Computer Science
Trisha Coberly, Supply Chain Management
Anna Collison, Interior Design
Lindsey Dinkla, Real Estate
Courtney Eash, Criminal Justice
Abigail Fer, History
Madison Hagedorn, Athletic Training
Zachary Heinzman, Physics
Regan Hodina, Marketing
Emily Hudachek, Business Teaching
Megan Kooker, Social Work
Megan Kooker, Gerontology
Ashley Lang, Accounting
Amber Lawrence, Middle School/Jr. High School Education




Caitlyn Niehus, Elementary Education
Cade Olmstead, Philosophy
Natalie Peterson, English
Pratik Poudel, Earth Science/Geology/Environmental 
Science
Anna Sagan, Communicative Sciences and Disorders
Zachary Schaben, Spanish
Paige Schmidt, TESOL
Anya Shorey, Psychology 
Anya Shorey, Music
Anne Simmons, Leisure Services
Austin Smith, Science











Sofia Legaspi, Digital Media
Karlie Taylor, Athletics
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Farhan Bin Amjad, a senior Computer Science major, from Rawalpindi, Pakistan. 
Farhan will leave his mark on campus through his involvement in International 
Student Promoters, Student Admissions Ambassadors, and Northern Iowa Student 
Government. Farhan shared that leading with love has helped him to connect with 
members of the UNI community and he hopes others learn that love can impact 
students in selfless ways. He hopes his positive approach to life and encouragement 
of other students will show them they can follow their dreams at UNI, as he has .
Mahlia Brown, a senior Psychology major, with a Women’s and Gender Studies minor, 
from Marion Iowa. Mahlia will leave her mark on campus through her involvement 
as a Resident Assistant, supporting the transition of incoming students. Also, as the 
Director of Diversity for Northern Iowa Student Government she advocated for minority 
and underrepresented students utilizing a social justice approach. Mahlia shared she 
hopes that if what she has fought for helps only one student in the future not have to 
struggle the way she did, her goal will have been fulfilled.
Lux Service Award
The University of Northern Iowa Lux Service Award is presented by the Office of the Dean of Students annually to undergraduate 
students who best represent the ideal of service to the university community.
The honor is conferred in the spirit of keeping the light of service to others burning bright at UNI. The name of the award, Lux, is from 
the university’s official seal that features a burning lamp of knowledge and the Latin word for light.
Congratulations to the 2020 Lux Service Award Recipients:
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*** Summa Cum Laude




Alba Lucia Aguillon, MBA 
Business Administration
Christopher Anderson, MAcc 
Accounting
Pranjal Ashok Badgujar, MBA 
Business Administration
Paige Marie Bruns, MAcc 
Accounting
Renee R. Christoffer, MBA 
Business Administration
Emma Nicole Covault, MAcc 
Accounting
Jiansong Cui, MBA 
Business Administration
Connie Ying Ding, MBA 
Business Administration
Andrea Dokovic, MBA 
Business Administration
Uwem Ben Ekwo, MBA 
Business Administration
Erin A. Frahm, MBA 
Business Administration
Chenjie Gao, MBA 
Business Administration
Fei Gao, MBA 
Business Administration
Remi Garcia, MBA 
Business Administration
Alexi Nicole Grave, MAcc 
Accounting
Qiuqun Hong, MBA 
Business Administration
Yun Hu, MBA 
Business Administration
Zhiguo Hui, MBA 
Business Administration
Lijun Ji, MBA 
Business Administration
Trey William Kilburg, MAcc 
Accounting
Chun Yan Dominique Lau, MBA 
Business Administration
Ka Ling Amanda Lee, MBA 
Business Administration
Sze Ho Lee, MBA 
Business Administration
Xiaoying Li, MBA 
Business Administration
Yan Li, MBA 
Business Administration
Yiming Li, MBA 
Business Administration
HuiJuan Lin, MBA 
Business Administration
Kun Liu, MBA 
Business Administration
Shijie Liu, MBA 
Business Administration
Yan Liu, MBA 
Business Administration
Leah Lorenz, MAcc 
Accounting
Lisha Ma, MBA 
Business Administration
Mollie Marken, MBA 
Business Administration
Bei Pei, MBA 
Business Administration
David John Peyton, MBA 
Business Administration
Reilly Nicole Quick, MAcc 
Accounting
Hao Ren, MBA 
Business Administration
Bradley Ronald Ritter, MAcc 
Accounting
Sarah Bay Roemer, MAcc 
Accounting
Yaoyu Rong, MBA 
Business Administration
Raegan Rita Saunders, MAcc 
Accounting
Wesley Arthur Schultes, MAcc 
Accounting
Zhe Shi, MBA 
Business Administration
Nicole Lea Shutt, MAcc 
Accounting
Kyle S. Soldwisch, MBA 
Business Administration
Yelun Sun, MBA 
Business Administration
Chun Jing Dorothy Tu, MBA 
Business Administration
Xiangzi Wang, MBA 
Business Administration
Yu Wang, MBA 
Business Administration
Crystal Kay Weber, MBA 
Business Administration
Sarah Wilson, MBA 
Business Administration
Lei Wu, MBA 
Business Administration
Jiabin Xu, MBA 
Business Administration
Ningwei Xu, MBA 
Business Administration
Qi Xu, MBA 
Business Administration
Ying Kun Xue, MBA 
Business Administration
Yuanyi Ye, MBA 
Business Administration
Kit Fai Ken YU, MBA 
Business Administration
Lin Yu, MBA 
Business Administration
Wangcheng Zhang, MBA 
Business Administration
Lin Zheng, MBA 
Business Administration
Michael Garrett Zittergruen, MAcc 
Accounting





Madelyn Jane Ackley, BA 
Accounting
Sanduni Kaushalya Silva Agampodi, BA 
Accounting
Ahmed Hussain A Alsaffar, BA 
Accounting
**%Kayla Baker, BA 
Accounting
**Drew Michael Boeding, BA 
Accounting
Richard Thomas Brawley, BA 
Accounting
**Grace Elizabeth Burds, BA 
Accounting
*%Abbey Elizabeth Burris, BA 
Accounting
Chengzhen Cao, BA 
Accounting
Madeline Marcella Clark, BA 
Accounting
Dalton Shawn Connelly, BA 
Accounting
Davis Darby, BA 
Accounting
Jonathan DeGeest, BA 
Accounting
Payton Marie Dietsch, BA 
Accounting
*Evan Michael Dosedel, BA 
Accounting
Maryssa Alvena Dunn, BA 
Accounting
Jared Mathew Ernst, BA 
Accounting
Ashley Ann Rose Fisk, BA 
Accounting
Michaela Katherine Frank, BA 
Accounting
Jessica Marie Glover, BA 
Accounting
Ross Sweeney Grekoff, BA 
Accounting
Fallyn R. Grubic, BA 
Accounting
Yihan Gu, BA 
Accounting
Tyler John Harms, BA 
Accounting
**Danika Marie Harpenau, BA 
Accounting
Dmitriy Dennis Holthaus, BA 
Accounting
Gabrielle Lee Hoversten, BA 
Accounting
Daniel David Janssen, BA 
Accounting
Drew Mitchell Jensen, BA 
Accounting
Jonah Scott Johnson, BA 
Accounting




Thesis: Examination of the Attribution 
of Blame for Accounting Errors under 
the Proposed 2024 CPA Examination 
Structure
Quanyu Ke, BA 
Accounting
***%Justin Michael Kent, BA 
Accounting
Courtney Kern, BA 
Accounting
*Emma Kielty, BA 
Accounting 
University Honors
Brody Theodore Kimrey, BA 
Accounting
Mitchell James Kingery, BA 
Accounting
Eli Benjamin Kroll, BA 
Accounting
Katelyn Marie Kramer, BA 
Accounting
Sally Anne St. Clair Kron, BA 
Accounting 
University Honors 
Thesis: The Effects of Casinos on 
Unemployment: A County Level Analysis
Lanyun Li, BA 
Accounting
Yihao Li, BA 
Accounting
Zhuoying Li, BA 
Accounting
Zeyu Liang, BA 
Accounting
Conner Gene McMurphy, BA 
Accounting
Corey Lynne Miles, BA 
Accounting
Austin Thomas Monahan, BA 
Accounting
**Jordan Matthew Monsma, BA 
Accounting
Tanner Robert Morgan, BA 
Accounting
Gustav Ray Muenzenmay, BA 
Accounting
*Nathan Patrick Mueterthies, BA 
Accounting
*Soyeon Park, BA 
Accounting
Zachary Evan Peterman, BA 
Accounting
Jared Todd Pugh, BA 
Accounting
Leo Richard Rehman, BA 
Accounting
Caleb John Ricke, BA 
Accounting
Allison Elizabeth Ries, BA 
Accounting
Emmanuel Romero Mendoza, BA 
Accounting
%Elliott J. Ryan, BA 
Accounting
Allison Sue Rydin, BA 
Accounting
*Hunter Steven Schoenauer, BA 
Accounting 
University Honors
Trent Jeremy Schroeder, BA 
Accounting
Wesley Arthur Schultes, BA 
Accounting
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*** Summa Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
* Cum Laude
% Legacy
Chenkai Sheng, BA 
Accounting
*Brittany Grace Skokan, BA 
Accounting
**Alexander Joseph Smith, BA 
Accounting 
University Honors
Connor James Smith, BA 
Accounting
**Landen Craig Studer, BA 
Accounting
*Riley Nicole Takes, BA 
Accounting
*Andrew Vinh Tran, BA 
Accounting
Kayleen Anna Van Dyke, BA 
Accounting
**Zachary James Vande Weerd, BA 
Accounting
Duane Allen Vanee, BA 
Accounting
***%Ryan Richard Vogel, BA 
Accounting
*Haidong Wang, BA 
Accounting
Xin Wen, BA 
Accounting
*Levi Jacoby Werkman, BA 
Accounting
Yifan Xue, BA 
Accounting
***Alfaisal Khalid Yasin, BA 
Accounting
Austin Thomas Young, BA 
Accounting
Matthias Jerome Yungtum, BA 
Accounting
Zhiting Zheng, BA 
Accounting
Rachel Lea Zimmermann, BA 
Accounting
Cassandra Lorraine Zinnel, BA 
Accounting 
University Honors 
Thesis: Frauds Committed by School 
Districts in the United States
BUSINESS TEACHING
Trey David Bronner, BA 
Business Teaching
Derek Matthew Girling, BA 
Business Teaching
Mahayla M. Hill, BA 
Business Teaching
Emily Mary Hudachek, BA 
Business Teaching
Kyle Michael Jorgensen, BA 
Business Teaching
*Jenna Marie Snyder, BA 
Business Teaching
Baron Daniel West, BA 
Business Teaching
ECONOMICS
Kyle Louis Albaugh, BA 
Economics: Quantitative Techniques
Turner Max Albertson, BA 
Economics: Business Economics
Nils Peter Anderson, BA 
Economics: Quantitative Techniques
Kedrick Gary Bemiss, BA 
Economics: Business Economics
*Jaedon McShane Bettle, BA 
Economics: Applied Economics Analysis 
University Honors 
Thesis: A Statistical Analysis for the NFL 
Draft
Chase A. Collins, BA 
Economics: General Economics
Zach Ryan DeVore, BA 
Economics: Business Economics
Ross A. Gardner, BA 
Economics: Quantitative Techniques
Eli Roy Gorter, BA 
Economics: Business Economics
**%Meredith Danae Grossman, BA 
Economics: Business Economics
**Jacob Harold-Matthew Haag, BA 
Economics: Business Economics 
University Honors 
Thesis: Determinants of Long-Term Care 
Insurance: Are Spouses Substitutes?
***Jacob William Hartford, BA 
Economics: Business Economics
Carter Aaron Hartwig, BA 
Economics: Business Economics
Kayla Jean Hoeger, BA 
Economics: Business Economics
***Aaron Michael Anderson Iehl, BA 
Economics: Applied Economics Analysis 
Presidential Scholar 
University Honors 
Thesis: An Empirical Analysis on Major 
League Soccer Player Earnings
**Emily Sharen Iehl, BA 
Economics: Applied Economics Analysis
Jack Russell Klingel, BA 
Economics: Business Economics
**Christopher Kolarevic, BA 
Economics: Business Economics
**Laura Lynn Kremer, BA 
Economics: Business Economics
Sally Anne St. Clair Kron, BA 
Economics: Business Economics 
University Honors 
Thesis: The Effects of Casinos on 
Unemployment: A County Level Analysis
Donald John Loutsch, BA 
Economics: Business Economics
***Kenna Leigh Lundy, BA 
Economics: Business Economics 
University Honors
Olivia Caldina Mabota, BA 
Economics: Business Economics
Molly Elizabeth Mingus, BA 
Economics: Business Economics
Lucas William Oswald, BA 
Economics: Applied Economics Analysis 
University Honors
Derek David Pape, BA 
Economics: Applied Economics Analysis
***Alexander N. Rakers, BA 
Economics: Business Economics
Allison Sue Rydin, BA 
Economics: Business Economics
Kyle Randall Sayre, BA 
Economics: Business Economics
*Jenna Marie Snyder, BA 
Economics: Business Economics
Ryan Joseph Snyder, BA 
Economics: Business Economics
**Jordan Thomas Stewart, BA 
Economics: Business Economics
15 *** Summa Cum Laude** Magna Cum Laude
* Cum Laude
% Legacy
Jacob Ross Stites, BA 
Economics: General Economics 
University Honors
Quinton Lee Taylor, BA 
Economics: Business Economics
Alissa Nicole Wade, BA 
Economics: Business Economics
*Trevor Lee Wangsness, BA 
Economics: Quantitative Techniques
Cole B. Wetzel, BA 
Economics: Quantitative Techniques
Justin Victor Yackey, BA 
Economics: Business Economics
FINANCE
Michael Robert Adam, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
Turner Max Albertson, BA 
Finance: Personal Wealth Management
Benjamin Matthew Anderson, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
Gaige Michael Arendt, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
%Brandon Cole Ausenhus, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
Garret Raymond Baker, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
Matthew C. Baur, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
Michael Rourke Beaumont, BA 
Finance: Financial Institutions
Chris Arlen Beekman, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
Kedrick Gary Bemiss, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
Colton Levi Bruce, BA 
Finance: Investments
Clay Reid Budach, BA 
Finance: Personal Wealth Management
Devin Tramere Bush, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
Chengzhen Cao, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
Cesar Castillo, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
Real Estate
Brandon Dean Champagne, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
%Morgan Lynn Charley, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
Madeline Marcella Clark, BA 
Finance: Personal Wealth Management
Lauren Clingman, BA 
Real Estate 
Finance: Personal Wealth Management
**Conner Dennis Conrad, BA 
Real Estate 
Finance: Investments
Blake Louis Courtney, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
Aiwen Da, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
Davis Darby, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
Tyler Scott Dau, BA 
Finance: Investments 
University Honors
Spencer Dean Dedic, BA 
Finance: Investments
Kelsey Marie Delperdang, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
Real Estate
Curtis Richard Dieterich, BA 
Finance: Financial Management




Taylor Mae Doser, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
Gavin Allen Dostal, BA 
Finance: Personal Wealth Management
%Reid Thomas Ehrhardt, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
Amber Emkes, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
Real Estate
Dylan Dennis Ennema, BA 
Finance: Investments
Yi Fang, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
Jeremy Michael Fischer, BA 
Real Estate 
Finance: Investments
Nicholas William Fossey, BA 
Finance: Investments
Michaela Katherine Frank, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
Blaize LeRoy Frieden, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
Real Estate
Trey Richard Frost, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
Mengjie Gao, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
Wes Michael Geisler, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
Gabriel John Golberg, BA 
Real Estate 
Finance: Financial Management
Eli Roy Gorter, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
Ross Sweeney Grekoff, BA 
Finance: Investments
Fallyn R. Grubic, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
Samuel Isaac Hall, BA 
Finance: Personal Wealth Management
Haodong He, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
David Frederick Herzog, BA 
Real Estate
Jacob Lathan Higgins, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
Josie Marie Hill, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
%Tyler Hirl, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
Real Estate
Kayla Jean Hoeger, BA 
Finance: Personal Wealth Management
Eric D. Hordusky, BA 
Finance: Investments
Gabrielle Lee Hoversten, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
%Brent Byers Janssen, BA 
Finance: Personal Wealth Management 
Real Estate
Jace Daniel Jirak, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
Reid Benjamin Johnson, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
Real Estate




*** Summa Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
* Cum Laude
% Legacy
Ethan James Kluesner, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
Real Estate
Sheldon Koepke, BA 
Finance: Personal Wealth Management
Jo Pugh Kramer, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
Katelyn Marie Kramer, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
*%Alexis Nicole Krob, BA 
Finance: Personal Wealth Management
Brandon Daniel Lehmann, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
%Kaitlin Marie Liddiard, BA 
Real Estate 
Finance: Financial Management
Christopher Loss, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
Donald John Loutsch, BA 
Real Estate 
Finance: Investments
Matthew Daniel Lovgren, BA 
Real Estate 
Finance: Financial Management
Jinjie Lu, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
***Kenna Leigh Lundy, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
University Honors
Luke Nicholas Mace, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
Chett Avery Matthews, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
Real Estate
Ethan John Mayer, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
William Michael McGraw, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
Real Estate
Nate Thomas McNamara, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
Colten Robert Mertens, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
Andrew James Meyer, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
Real Estate
Michael D. Milius, BA 
Finance: Personal Wealth Management
Bryce Benjamin Miller, BA 
Finance: Investments 
Real Estate
Griffin Charles Miller, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
Real Estate
Bailey William Moore, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
Real Estate
Hunter Morehouse, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
Real Estate
Tanner Robert Morgan, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
Jack W. Murphy, BA 
Finance: Personal Wealth Management
Riley Murphy, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
Baxter Wayne Newkirk, BA 
Real Estate
Allison Nicole Noggle, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
Dino Odobasic, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
Real Estate
**Sonny James Onken, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
*Lucas Dean Otto, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
Yelitza Patricio Apolinar, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
Thomas John Pecinovsky, BA 
Real Estate 
Finance: Financial Management
Matthew Darrell Perk, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
Cole Stanley Phillips, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
Ian Clarkson Poe, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
Lexis Lane Powell, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
***Alexander N. Rakers, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
Allison Elizabeth Ries, BA 
Finance: Investments 
Real Estate
%Kristen Renee Roed, BA 
Finance: Personal Wealth Management 
Real Estate
%Elliott J. Ryan, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
Kyle Randall Sayre, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
Adam John Schmidt, BA 
Finance: Investments
*Hunter Steven Schoenauer, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
University Honors
Trent Jeremy Schroeder, BA 
Finance: Personal Wealth Management
Daniel Kent Schultz, BA 
Finance
%Holbrook Capri Schutjer, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
Chenkai Sheng, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
Mayson Shawn Sherwood, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
*Blake William Smith, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
Connor James Smith, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
*Jenna Marie Snyder, BA 
Finance: Personal Wealth Management
Aaron John Steffen, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
Real Estate
Luke Joseph Steger, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
*Logan Michael Street, BA 
Real Estate 
Finance: Financial Management
***Katherine Elizabeth Taylor, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
%Chase Dean Theobald, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
Real Estate
Nolan Tyler Tomlinson, BA 
Finance: Personal Wealth Management 
Real Estate
Karina Valdivia, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
Katelynn Ann Walters, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
Real Estate
*Haidong Wang, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
17 *** Summa Cum Laude** Magna Cum Laude
* Cum Laude
% Legacy
Ryan Ray Weber, BA 
Finance: Investments
Malysa Marie Weis, BA 
Finance: Personal Wealth Management
Angela Kristine Wendt, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
*Levi Jacoby Werkman, BA 
Finance: Investments
Logan Michael Westphal, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
Christopher Lee White, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
Yifan Xue, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
Justin Victor Yackey, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
**Abdallah Khalid Yasin, BA 
Finance: Financial Management 
Real Estate
Luma Khalid Yasin, BA 
Finance: Investments
Xiuyi Yu, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
Nicholas Anthony Zarra, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
Yiyun Zhang, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
Wei Zhu, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
Megan Frances Zwaschka, BA 
Finance: Financial Management
MANAGEMENT
Madelyn Jane Ackley, BA 
Management Information Systems:  
Business Analytics
Austin Kenneth Agan, BA 
Supply Chain Management
Jaber M. Alanazi, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Hussain Ali M Aljanubi, BA 
Supply Chain Management
Hassan Aboulmajeed H Aljishi, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Mustafa Abdulhalim H Alkhunizi, BA 
Supply Chain Management
Scott Harvey Allbee, BA 
Supply Chain Management
*Lydia Jo Allen, BA 
Management: Human Resource
Mohammed Hussain Almustafa, BA 
Supply Chain Management
Abdullah Abdulhadi G Alqahtani, BA 
Supply Chain Management
Alkhadar Ali Al-Rashdi, BA 
Management: Human Resource
Amin Hasan M Alsaffar, BA 
Supply Chain Management
Cody Joe Anderson, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Chandler Lee Apling, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Jasmine Michelle Armstrong, BA 
Supply Chain Management
Faith Zabe Aruwan, BA 
Management Information Systems 
Supply Chain Management
Jordan Phillip Bagley, BA 
Management Information Systems
Micah Bailey, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Matthew Wallace Baker, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Brett Jared Barker, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Rebecca Michelle Bartolo, BA 
Management Information Systems:  
Business Analytics
Matthew C. Baur, BA 
Supply Chain Management
Jonathan Richard Baxter, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Brielle Kaylee Beck, BA 
Management: Human Resource
Adam Beganovic, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Amar Begic, BA 
Supply Chain Management
Benjamin Louis Berger, BA 
Supply Chain Management
Donovan J. Berte, BA 
Supply Chain Management
Sarah Ann Berthel, BA 
Supply Chain Management
*Carley Jo Borneke, BA 
Management: Human Resource
*%Abbey Elizabeth Burris, BA 
Management Information Systems:  
Business Analytics
*Julian Castillo, BA 
Management Information Systems 
University Honors
Rodney Joe Ciesielski, BA 
Supply Chain Management
**Trisha Jean Coberly, BA 
Supply Chain Management 
Management Information Systems:  
Business Analytics 
University Honors 
Thesis: The Influence of State Political 
Orientation on Firm Environmental 
Practices
Derek Cochran, BA 
Supply Chain Management
Baylie Conner, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Katie Renee Cooper, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Connor O. Corcoran, BA 
Management: Business Administration
*Kari Lee Coulter, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Supply Chain Management
Keegan Crawford, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Justin Michael Dahl, BA 
Management Information Systems:  
Business Analytics
Hunter Christian Dark, BA 
Management: Human Resource
Chandler Joey Dawley, BA 
Supply Chain Management
Brandon Joel DeMaris, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Marie Jean Deviney, BA 
Management: Business Administration
%Jacob Riley Dixon, BA 
Supply Chain Management
Dylan Dennis Ennema, BA 
Management Information Systems
Emily Anne Ernberger, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Kelsey Feldmann, BA 
Management: Business Administration




*** Summa Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
* Cum Laude
% Legacy
Jeremy Michael Fischer, BA 
Supply Chain Management
Bryce Frick, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Trey Richard Frost, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Joel Eu-Wern Gan, BA 
Management: Organizational Leadership
Stephanie Gerst, BA 
Management: Human Resource
Jessica Marie Glover, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Gonzalo Gomez, BA 
Supply Chain Management
Michael Patrick Graham, BA 
Management Information Systems:  
Business Analytics
Stephanie Graser, BA 
Management Information Systems:  
Business Analytics
**%Meredith Danae Grossman, BA 
Supply Chain Management
Carlos A. Gutierrez, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Spencer John Haldeman, BA 
Management: Organizational Leadership
Connor Nicholas Hanson, BA 
Management Information Systems 
Supply Chain Management
Tyler John Harms, BA 
Management: Organizational Leadership
***Jacob William Hartford, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Tyler Thomas Hayes, BA 
Supply Chain Management
Charles Matthew Hefel, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Joseph Leonard Heintz, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Alex Douglas Heller, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Samuel Joseph Hermes, BA 
Management Information Systems
Josie Marie Hill, BA 
Supply Chain Management
Noelle Katherine Hines, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Chase James Hollinrake, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Paige Nicole Holst, BA 
Supply Chain Management
Dmitriy Dennis Holthaus, BA 
Management Information Systems
Abbey Elizabeth Hoskins, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Hannah Nichole Hoth, BA 
Management: Organizational Leadership
Noah Joseph Huber, BA 
Management Information Systems 
Supply Chain Management
Jackson Paul Ingle, BA 
Management Information Systems 
University Honors
Jace Daniel Jirak, BA 
Management Information Systems:  
Business Analytics
Mackenzie Marie Johanningmeier, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
University Honors
Jordan Ann Johanns, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Denis Kajtazovic, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Dhwani Milind Kapure, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Cody Jess Kelchen, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Courtney Kern, BA 
Supply Chain Management
Molly Rose Keyes, BA 
Management Information Systems 
Management: Organizational Leadership 
University Honors
Kevin William Kiesel, BA 
Management: Organizational Leadership 
Supply Chain Management
Claire Leanne Kiester, BA 
Management Information Systems:  
Business Analytics
Colin Jay Kirchhoff, BA 
Supply Chain Management
Adam Robert Kirk, BA 
Supply Chain Management
Louis Robert Klingenberg, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Austin Jeffrey Kluck, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Kaelyn Jaicee Knaack, BA 
Management Information Systems:  
Business Analytics
Carlie Jane Knoll, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Madison Kaye Knutson, BA 
Supply Chain Management
Breanne Rae Kopera, BA 
Management Information Systems:  
Business Analytics
Nolan Kuntz, BA 
Management Information Systems
Alfonzo O’tavien Lambert, BA 
Supply Chain Management
Jay Christopher Lange, BA 
Management: Organizational Leadership
Emily Thanh Truc Le, BA 
Management: Business Administration
**Jacob Brown Levang, BA 
Management: Organizational Leadership
Branden James Lewerke, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Christopher Marcos Lopez, BA 
Supply Chain Management
Alexander Joel Lynch, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Alexander John Mahan, BA 
Supply Chain Management 
Management: Organizational Leadership
Mackenzie Manley, BA 
Management: Business Administration
*Julia Rae Martin, BA 
Management: Human Resource
***%Daniel Joseph Martinson, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Margaret Taylor Mathiasen, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Logan Paul Mayer, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Garrett Joseph McFarland, BA 
Supply Chain Management
%Jordan Anthony Michels, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Corey Lynne Miles, BA 
Management Information Systems
Layne Leo Millard, BA 
Supply Chain Management 
Management Information Systems
19 *** Summa Cum Laude** Magna Cum Laude
* Cum Laude
% Legacy
Brandon Jerome Miller, BA 
Management: Organizational Leadership
Molly Elizabeth Mingus, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Claire Elizabeth Monaghan, BA 
Management Information Systems:  
Business Analytics 
Supply Chain Management
**Jordan Matthew Monsma, BA 
Management Information Systems
Melody Eileen Morones, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Sean Louis Moser, BA 
Supply Chain Management
Jack W. Murphy, BA 
Management Information Systems
Riley Murphy, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Marcus Todd Norton, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
Supply Chain Management
Zachary John Nunnikhoven, BA 
Management: Business Administration
**Sonny James Onken, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Joslyn Marie Perrin, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Zachary Evan Peterman, BA 
Management Information Systems
Sydney Khristine Peters, BA 
Management: Human Resource
Nicholas Sean Phillips, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Kathlyn J. Plagge, BA 
Management: Human Resource
Lauren E. Reisinger, BA 
Management: Human Resource
Marnie Reynolds, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Michael Todd Roe, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Moriah Colleen Ross, BA 
Management Information Systems:  
Business Analytics
Krista Nicole Ryno, BA 
Management: Organizational Leadership
Houston Alexander Sandvold, BA 
Supply Chain Management 
Management Information Systems:  
Business Analytics
Tyler James Schafbuch, BA 
Management: Human Resource
Megan Hope Schellhorn, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Adam John Schmidt, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Stephen Leslie Schmidt, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Benjamin Robert Schmitz, BA 
Supply Chain Management 
Management Information Systems:  
Business Analytics
%Colin Michael Schmitz, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Nicholas Wayne Schutte, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Carly Renee Seely, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Austin Kyle Sherlock, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Brett Anthony Sibbel, BA 
Supply Chain Management
Abigale Rayna Simoni, BA 
Management: Business Administration
*Brittany Grace Skokan, BA 
Management Information Systems
Mark Alan Spidle, BA 
Management Information Systems
***Mitchell John Stadtmueller, BA 
Management Information Systems
Bryce Steiert, BA 
Management: Business Administration
**Jordan Thomas Stewart, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Mette Hovden Story, BA 
Management Information Systems:  
Business Analytics
*Alex Michael Stromer, BA 
Management Information Systems:  
Business Analytics 
Supply Chain Management 
University Honors
Adrienne Helen Tebbe, BA 
Supply Chain Management 
Management Information Systems:  
Business Analytics
Tyler James Tebo, BA 
Management Information Systems:  
Business Analytics
Emilie Ruth Thalacker, BA 
Management: Organizational Leadership
Alyssa Lee Thompson, BA 
Management: Human Resource
Destiny Jean Thompson, BA 
Supply Chain Management 
Management Information Systems:  
Business Analytics
Zachary James Thompson, BA 
Management: Human Resource
Max Thomsen, BA 
Management: Organizational Leadership
Aminata Traore, BA 
Management: Organizational Leadership
*Brenda Vega, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Adrian Jose Velasco, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Alissa Nicole Wade, BA 
Management: Business Administration
DeMarius Marquis Walton, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Tyson Daniel Wassenaar, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Levi Scott Watson-Hewitt, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Caleb Lee Weaver, BA 
Management Information Systems
Logan Jerome Wedo, BA 
Supply Chain Management 
Management: Organizational Leadership
Ryan Matthew Weekly, BA 
Management Information Systems
Francis B. Weiland, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Derek Steven Weis, BA 
Management: Business Administration
*Andrew Richard Welden, BA 
Management: Organizational Leadership
Christopher Lee White, BA 
Management: Organizational Leadership
Rachel Marie Whitman, BA 
Management: Human Resource
Christian Robert Wickett, BA 
Management: Business Administration
20
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% Legacy
Dylan Layne Wiedner, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Chase Allen Wilkie, BA 
Supply Chain Management
Spencer Jon Willey, BA 
Supply Chain Management
Kade Joseph Williams, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Logan Thomas Willis, BA 
Supply Chain Management
Nathan Lee Winter, BA 
Supply Chain Management
Brien Marie Winters, BA 
Management: Business Administration 
University Honors
Cole Phillip Wise, BA 
Management: Business Administration
*Dayten Elizabeth Wittenburg, BA 
Supply Chain Management
Austin J. Woerdehoff, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Matthias Jerome Yungtum, BA 
Management: Business Administration
Matthew Scott Zilley, BA 
Management Information Systems
Rachel Lea Zimmermann, BA 
Management Information Systems




Austin Kenneth Agan, BA 
Marketing: Management
Hussain Ali M Aljanubi, BA 
Marketing: Global Marketing
Hassan Aboulmajeed H Aljishi, BA 
Marketing: Global Marketing
Kaytlyn Marie Anzivino, BA 
Marketing: Management
Matthew Wallace Baker, BA 
Marketing: Management
Eliot Steven Barker, BA 
Marketing: Management
Rebecca Michelle Bartolo, BA 
Marketing: Advertising & Digital Media
Christopher Roberto Beas, BA 
Marketing: Sales Management
Zach Begg, BA 
Marketing: Advertising & Digital Media
Amar Begic, BA 
Marketing: Management
Grace Elyse Behr, BA 
Marketing: Advertising & Digital Media
Jesse Andrew Belba, BA 
Marketing: Sales Management
Austin Lee Boeschen, BA 
Marketing: Advertising & Digital Media
Austin T. Bohnsack, BA 
Marketing: Sales Management
Elizabeth Ann Brimeyer, BA 
Marketing: Sales Management
Ciara Buchheit, BA 
Marketing: Advertising & Digital Media
Adalberto Castrejon, BA 
Marketing: Management
Shelby Renae Christensen, BA 
Marketing: Advertising & Digital Media
Faith Marie Crawley, BA 
Marketing: Management
Kathryn Rosemary Dentel, BA 
Marketing: Advertising & Digital Media
Russell V. Desanti, BA 
Marketing: Advertising & Digital Media
Parker Dean Drees, BA 
Marketing: Sales Management
Becca Jean Eades, BA 
Marketing: Advertising & Digital Media
Emily Anne Ernberger, BA 
Marketing: Management
Spencer D. Ferguson, BA 
Marketing: Sales Management
Samuel Matthew Friedrich, BA 
Marketing: Sales Management
Dylan Christoper Galanos, BA 
Marketing: Sales Management
Sara Jo Goodman, BA 
Marketing: Sales Management
Spencer John Haldeman, BA 
Marketing: Management
Jessica Lynn Hatting, BA 
Marketing: Advertising & Digital Media
%Grace Marie Heimer, BA 
Marketing: Management
*Regan Elizabeth Hodina, BA 
Marketing: Global Marketing
Matt Hoenig, BA 
Marketing: Sales Management
%Donovan John Holterhaus, BA 
Marketing: Sales Management
Hannah Nichole Hoth, BA 
Marketing: Advertising & Digital Media
Garrett Steven Houge, BA 
Marketing: Advertising & Digital Media
Austin Lee Jackson, BA 
Marketing: Sales Management
Patrick Noah Johnson, BA 
Marketing: Advertising & Digital Media
*Shelby M. Kaingu, BA 
Marketing: Management
Claire Leanne Kiester, BA 
Marketing: Advertising & Digital Media
Jack Russell Klingel, BA 
Marketing: Sales Management
Joseph David Koberna, BA 
Marketing: Sales Management
Michael John Kordek, BA 
Marketing: Advertising & Digital Media
*%Alexis Nicole Krob, BA 
Marketing: Management
Aletha Laughlin, BA 
Marketing: Management
Hunter Ashley-Ann Lehmkuhl, BA 
Marketing: Management
Kylee Reaugh Luther, BA 
Marketing: Management
Olivia Caldina Mabota, BA 
Marketing: Management
Maya Izabella Magaraci, BA 
Marketing: Advertising & Digital Media
Luke Joseph McDonnell, BA 
Marketing: Management
Kyle Michael McMahon, BA 
Marketing: Management
Gunnar William Myers, BA 
Marketing: Sales Management
Allison Nicole Noggle, BA 
Marketing: Sales Management
Michael Alan Ollendick, BA 
Marketing: Management
Nathaniel Parker, BA 
Marketing: Sales Management
Tyler Jerome Pauley, BA 
Marketing: Advertising & Digital Media
21 *** Summa Cum Laude** Magna Cum Laude
* Cum Laude
% Legacy
Thomas John Pecinovsky, BA 
Marketing: Sales Management
Sterling Marie Perkins, BA 
Marketing: Sales Management
Nicholas Sean Phillips, BA 
Marketing: Sales Management
Carter Edward Pins, BA 
Marketing: Advertising & Digital Media
Adrian Quintanilla, BA 
Marketing: Management
Jordan Alissa Rempe, BA 
Marketing: Sales Management
Eric Edward Riehle, BA 
Marketing: Advertising & Digital Media
Emmanuel Romero Mendoza, BA 
Marketing: Advertising & Digital Media
%Colin Michael Schmitz, BA 
Marketing: Sales Management
Samantha K. Schupanitz, BA 
Marketing: Advertising & Digital Media
Michael Sharkey, BA 
Marketing: Sales Management
Matthew James Simon, BA 
Marketing: Management
Cole Joseph Smith, BA 
Marketing: Management
Mattie Taylor Starbeck, BA 
Marketing: Sales Management
*Heather Nicole Stultz, BA 
Marketing: Advertising & Digital Media
Emilie Ruth Thalacker, BA 
Marketing: Management
Max Thomsen, BA 
Marketing: Sales Management
Daniel Jay Tribble, BA 
Marketing: Sales Management 
Presidential Scholar 
University Honors
Adrian Jose Velasco, BA 
Marketing: Management
Claire Wagner, BA 
Marketing: Management
Shiyu Wang, BA 
Marketing: Global Marketing
Xinyu Wang, BA 
Marketing: Management
Tyson Daniel Wassenaar, BA 
Marketing: Sales Management
*Andrew Richard Welden, BA 
Marketing: Advertising & Digital Media
Spencer Riley Wilhelm, BA 
Marketing: Management
Kade Joseph Williams, BA 
Marketing: Sales Management
Nathan Lee Winter, BA 
Marketing: Management
Cole Phillip Wise, BA 
Marketing: Sales Management
Jessica Elaine Wise, BA 
Marketing: Management
*Dayten Elizabeth Wittenburg, BA 
Marketing: Advertising & Digital Media
Sydnee Cathrine Wrage, BA 
Marketing: Sales Management
Morgan Leah Zebuhr, BA 






*** Summa Cum Laude




Amela Akiti, BA 
General Studies
Roselin Faith Anukam, BA 
General Studies
Anita L. Brewer, BLS 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies
%Alyssa Lorraine Brodsack, BA 
Individual Studies: Health Sciences
Britni Lynn Buch, BA 
General Studies
Scott Emory Burak, BA 
General Studies
Timothy R. Butcher, BLS 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies
Austen Maxwell Carnahan, BLS 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies
Jason Donald Castle, BLS 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies
Regan Timothy Connell, BA 
General Studies
Micah Allan Criscuolo, BA 
General Studies
Dontrell Dekoskie Davis, BA 
General Studies
Casandra Lynn Deimerly, BLS 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies
Linda Dawn DeVries, BLS 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies
**Melanie Dawn Dilly, BLS 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies
Thomas John Dolphin, BLS 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies
Kyle Lucas Doonan, BA 
General Studies
Jordan Edward Dougherty, BLS 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies
Sean Ray Dulaney, BA 
General Studies
Gabe Matthew Eiklenborg, BA 
General Studies
Megan Elaine Ellis, BLS 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies
Madeline Terese Elsbecker, BA 
Individual Studies: Health Sciences
Abigail Leigh Elthon, BLS 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies
Austin James Evans, BLS 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies
Makenzie Sue Folsom, BA 
Individual Studies: Health Sciences - 3+1
Roman Hayden Galles, BLS 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies
Alyssa Marie Glaza, BLS 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies
Lindsey Kay Gruver, BLS 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies
%Thomas Daniel Hanson, BA 
Individual Studies: Health Sciences
Hannah Diane Hearn, BA 
Individual Studies: Health Sciences
Callan Kate Hinn, BA 
Individual Studies: Health Sciences - 3+1
**Emma Rose Hoefer, BA 
Individual Studies: Health Sciences - 3+1
Melissa Jean Hughes, BLS 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies
Cade Kirkpatrick, BLS 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies
Marissa A. Oleson Koeneke, BLS 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies
Roosevelt D. Lawrence, BLS 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies
Samuel Merrill Lerner, BA 
General Studies
Logan Scott Lewellyn, BLS 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies
Savanna Elyse Lippens, BA 
General Studies
Elizabeth Anne Mattingly, BLS 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies
Cody M. Mckenzie, BLS 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies
Meredith Ann Medina, BLS 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies
Kolby Wade Melsha, BA 
General Studies
Nicholas John Merschman, BA 
General Studies
Kristin J. Michel, BA 
General Studies
Darrian Artrail Miller, BLS 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies
Molly Jolaine Mundt, BA 
General Studies
Mary Neff, BA 
General Studies
Noah Elijah Nosley, BA 
General Studies
Richard D. O’Shields, BLS 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies
John Robert Osmanski, BLS 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies
Sergio Ivan Osornio, BLS 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies
Nicholas Wesley Parker, BLS 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies
Taylor Nicole Parker, BLS 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies
Hannah Marie Pearcy, BLS 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies
Christine E. Poppe, BLS 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies
Anthony J. Pottebaum, BLS 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies
Chase Michael Pottebaum, BLS 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies
Rajhswon De’Angelo Rancifer, BA 
General Studies
Molly Marguerite Ruhnke, BA 
General Studies
Justin Ruhs, BLS 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies
**Janelle Marie Saucer, BA 
Individual Studies: Health Sciences - 3+1 
University Honors
Sarah L. Schmitz, BLS 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies
Breanna Jean Schoenrock, BLS 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies
Chase Robert Shetter, BA 
General Studies
Jacob Ryan Smith, BLS 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies
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% Legacy
William Michael Smith, BLS 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies
Kristin M. Soppe, BLS 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies
Karl Isaac Spencer, BLS 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies
Garrett Harland Steffen, BA 
Individual Studies: Health Sciences
Laneishia Chantel Tate, BLS 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies
Troy Alexander Terrones, BA 
General Studies
Cassidy Lynn Utesch, BA 
Individual Studies: Health Sciences
Samuel T. Van Berkum, BLS 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies
Chase Andrew Van Sant, BA 
General Studies
Sarah Vanden Brink, BLS 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies
Paul Eugene Velasco, BA 
General Studies
Kevin Nicholas Vereen, BLS 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies
Kimberly Voss, BLS 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies
Evan Wesley Williams, BLS 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies
%Jennifer Leann Williams, BLS 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies






*** Summa Cum Laude




Daniel P. Butler, EdD 
Doctor of Education: Educational 
Leadership 
Thesis: Impact of Positive Psychology in 
PK-12 Settings
Robert T. Griffin, EdD 
Doctor of Education: Educational 
Leadership 
Thesis: Grading and Equity: Inflation / 
Deflation Based on Race, Gender, Socio-
Economic and Disability Statuses when 
Homework and Employability Scores are 
Included
Brooke Kay Marie Krejci, EdD 
Doctor of Education: Curriculum and 
Instruction 
Thesis: Prompted Reflective Thinking 
and Implications for Mathematics 
Teacher Efficacy in an Elementary 
Mathematics Methods Course
Quenton A. Richardson, EdD 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services 
Thesis: Examining African American 
Male Mentor’s Relationships with African 
American Boys: Benefits, Barriers, 
Recruitment, and Retention
SPECIALIST CANDIDATES
Kathryn Josephine Chodora, EdS 
Educational Psychology: School 
Psychology
Dayelle Dorothy Davis, EdS 
Educational Psychology: School 
Psychology
Alizabeth L. Del Castillo, EdS 
Educational Psychology: School 
Psychology
Andrea Marie Edmister, EdS 
Educational Psychology: School 
Psychology
Luke J. Hardginski, EdS 
Educational Psychology: School 
Psychology
Jalissa Marie Long, EdS 
Educational Psychology: School 
Psychology
Kayla Lynn Lueth, EdS 
Educational Psychology: School 
Psychology
MASTERS CANDIDATES
%George B. Ahrenholz, MA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
Christina Elaine Andorf, MA 
Physical Education: Kinesiology 
Emphasis
Bailey J. Aukes, MA 
Postsecondary Education: Student Affairs
Breann Nicole Bader, MA 
Postsecondary Education: Student Affairs
Gabriel Binley Bakker, MAE 
Principalship
Umaru W. Balde, MA 
Postsecondary Education: Student Affairs
Kristi Lynn Baldwin, MA 
School Library Studies
Connor Ryan Barnard, MA 
Physical Education: Kinesiology 
Emphasis
Flore Nadine Beliard, MAE 
Early Childhood Education
Cynthia Nicole Bell, MA 
Teacher Leadership for International 
Educators
Joshua C. Bender, MA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
Rafael Benitez-Reyes, MAE 
Principalship
Paige Nicole Bergmann, MA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
%Emily Shea Biederman, MA 
School Library Studies
Wubite Bekele Bogale, MA 
Health Education: Community Health 
Thesis: Trend in Male Engagement in 
Maternal and Newborn Health Services 
in Ethiopia
Kimberly Ann Bormann, MA 
School Library Studies
Brinkley Lee Braden, MA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
Keelon T. Brookins, MA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
Sarah Elizabeth Burke, MAE 
Special Education: Field Specialization
Mari Catherine Butler, MA 
School Library Studies
Cassandra Dawn Calderon, MAE 
Principalship
29 *** Summa Cum Laude** Magna Cum Laude
* Cum Laude
% Legacy
Brooke Alexandra Calvin, MAE 
Educational Psychology: Context and 
Techniques of Assessment
Erin Elizabeth Canahui, MAE 
Principalship
Trey Benjamin Carlson, MA 
Postsecondary Education: Student Affairs
Justin James Carlyle, MA 
Physical Education: Kinesiology 
Emphasis
Kristi Marie Chance, MA 
School Library Studies
Sydney Leigh Ann Cindrich, MA 
Physical Education: Kinesiology 
Emphasis 
Thesis: Through Their Eyes: Exploring 
the Relationship between College 
Females’ Body Perceptions and 
Recreation Center Messaging
Jacob Alan Clark, MA 
Physical Education: Kinesiology 
Emphasis 
Thesis: Recoverability of Large vs. Small 
Muscle Groups
Anne Isabelle Coatar, MA 
School Library Studies
Parker James Craw, MA 
Physical Education: Kinesiology 
Emphasis
%Alexandra Jordyn Cushman, MAE 
Literacy Education
Derrick Vernon Dengler, MAE 
Principalship
Hannah Nicole Dillon, MAE 
Principalship
Ryan Christopher Dixon, MAE 
Principalship
Chelsea Marie Ebert, MAE 
Early Childhood Education
Alexander DW Edwards, MAE 
Principalship
Stephanie Ann Farmer, MA 
School Library Studies
Kelsey Rose Fish, MAE 
Principalship
Suzanne Kay Fraser, MAE 
Special Education: Consultant
Matthew E. Frericks, MS 
Athletic Training 
Thesis: Clinical Education Learning 
Environments: Difference Between 
Actual and Preferred Clinical 
Experiences of Athletic Training Students
Rachel Gallaway, MA 
Health Education: Health Promotion/
Fitness Management
Karen P. Garringer, MAE 
Special Education: Consultant
Kevin Neal Gartman, MAE 
Principalship
Sheri Kim Glawe, MAE 
Special Education: Consultant
Beth Grafft, MA 
School Library Studies
Kristin Nicole Grimoskas, MAE 
Principalship
Andrea Jean Groen, MAE 
Educational Psychology: Context and 
Techniques of Assessment
Samantha Jacquelyn Habinck, MA 
Health Education: Community Health
Alyssa Jo Hamilton, MAE 
Special Education: Consultant
Leigh Alexandra Hanefeld, MAE 
Educational Psychology: Context and 
Techniques of Assessment
Anna Hansen, MAE 
Principalship
Anthony James Harrington, MAE 
Principalship 
Lorena Isabel Harger, MA 
Instructional Technology
Jenna Lea Haselhuhn, MAE 
Principalship
Devin E. Hasson, MA 
Health Education: Health Promotion/
Fitness Management
Megan Marie Hastert, MAE 
Special Education: Consultant
Elizabeth Marie Hill, MA 
Health Education: Community Health
Robert Dennis Hruby, MAE 
Principalship
Daren Scot Huisenga, MAE 
Principalship
Savanna Storm Hunt, MA 
Physical Education: Kinesiology 
Emphasis 
Thesis: Physiological Performance 
Characteristics of Universal Tennis 
Rating (UTR)
Anthony Todd Jahr, MAE 
Principalship
Christopher Vernon James, MAE 
Principalship
Cassidy Janssen, MAE 
Educational Psychology: Context and 
Techniques of Assessment
Clarissa Rosalee Jolly, MA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
Ashli Elizabeth Jung, MAE 
Principalship
Kalyani E. Kannan, MA 
Postsecondary Education: Student Affairs
Kendra Kapitz, MAE 
Educational Psychology: Context and 
Techniques of Assessment
Aubri LeAnn Keesee, MA 
Physical Education: Kinesiology 
Emphasis 
Thesis: Young Athletes’ Perceptions of 
Playing through Pain
Esmeralda Kekic, MAE 
Educational Psychology: Context and 
Techniques of Assessment
Connor Joseph Kem, MAE 
Principalship
Chelsea Jean Keninger, MAE 
Special Education: Consultant
Jennifer Anne Kline, MAE 
Special Education: Consultant
Benjamin Alan Knaack, MA 
Postsecondary Education: Student Affairs
Danielle Josephine Lahr, MA 
School Library Studies
Channing S. Lawson, MA 
Postsecondary Education: Student Affairs
Jackson Charles Litterer, MAE 
Principalship
Steven Alexander Long, MA 
Physical Education: Kinesiology 
Emphasis 
Thesis: Indices of Metabolic Stress 
Following Resistance Exercise
Stacey Ann Lyons, MAE 
Special Education: Consultant
30
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Carah A. Mabry, MA 
Postsecondary Education: Student Affairs
Seth Daniel Marburger, MAE 
Principalship
Melissa Nelson Marwedel, MA 
School Library Studies
Paige L. Mathews, MATR 
Masters of Athletic Training
Trevor McKee, MA 
Physical Education: Kinesiology 
Emphasis
Tyler James Miklo, MAE 
Principalship
Kenzie Marie Miller, MAE 
Educational Psychology: Context and 
Techniques of Assessment
Kimberly Diane Moothart, MA 
Postsecondary Education: Student Affairs
Logan Thomas Mundt, MA 
Postsecondary Education: Student Affairs
Lauren Christina Nelson, MA 
Postsecondary Education: Student Affairs
Austin Jeffrey Neuendorf, MAE 
Principalship
Cory Jon Nikkel, MAE 
Principalship
Marcus Antonio Norris, MA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
Tyrone James Oulman, MA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
Abigail Hunter Overton, MAE 
Literacy Education
Shane Donlin Paige, MA 
Instructional Technology
Grace Ann Peelen, MAE 
Principalship
Zoey Morgan Perrigo, MA 
School Library Studies
Megan Ann Beverly Perry, MA 
Postsecondary Education: Student Affairs
Mallory Rose Petsche, MAE 
Literacy Education
Sara Rose Pflughaupt, MA 
School Library Studies
Molly Jae Pilcher, MS 
Athletic Training
Kelly Lynn Post, MA 
Instructional Technology
Jordan Nicole Presnall, MAE 
Principalship
Jacob D. Pszanka, MA 
Health Education: Health Promotion/
Fitness Management
Kristine Kaye Quick, MAE 
Special Education: Consultant
Marielle Rose Redington, MA 
School Library Studies
Allyson Faith Reister, MA 
School Library Studies
Nicole Jeanette Richard, MA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services 
Thesis: “I Was a Trail Blazer”: A 
Phenomenological Study of the Baseball 
Playing Experience of Girls
Keaton George Rickels, MAE 
Principalship
Ashleigh Jordan Robinson, MAE 
Special Education: Field Specialization
Bridget Nicole Ross, MAE 
Educational Psychology: Context and 
Techniques of Assessment
%Kyra Michelle Ross, MA 
School Library Studies
Rocco Mario Russo, MAE 
Special Education: Field Specialization
Tonya Louise Ryan, MAE 
Special Education: Consultant
Kacie Elizabeth Schmit, MAE 
Literacy Education
Jim Schreitmueller, MA 
Postsecondary Education: Student Affairs
Kelly Nicole Schroeder, MAE 
Principalship
Sydney G. Schuler, MA 
School Library Studies
Anna Jo Schultz, MAE 
Special Education: Consultant
Miguel William Secor, MA 
Physical Education: Kinesiology 
Emphasis
Jesica Lea Sidler, MAE 
Educational Psychology: Professional 
Development for Teachers
Rose Mary Simon-Ressler, MA 
Health Education: Community Health
Lucas Matthew Smith, MA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
Janelle Marie Snyder, MA 
School Library Studies
Emily L. Soller, MA 
Postsecondary Education: Student Affairs
Jennifer Kathleen Stanerson, MA 
School Library Studies
Shayla Lakisha Stevenson, MAE 
Principalship
Shalyn Renae Steward, MAE 
Principalship
Theresa Anne Strabala, MAE 
Special Education: Consultant
Erin Mary Summerhays, MAE 
Literacy Education 
Thesis: Technology Based Grammar 
Instruction
Lisa Estelle Tegels, MA 
School Library Studies
Bryan T. Telgenhoff, MAE 
Principalship
Colby L. Tibbitts, MAE 
Educational Psychology: Context and 
Techniques of Assessment
Nicole Elizabeth Ties, MAE 
Educational Psychology: Context and 
Techniques of Assessment
Courtney Lynne Tripp-Stuck, MA 
Postsecondary Education: Student Affairs 
Thesis: The Impact of Severe Mental 
Health on Peers in Supporting Roles: A 
Look at Secondary Trauma and College 
Students
Seth J. Tuttle, MA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
Erin Flarah Van Dorin, MAE 
Special Education: Consultant
Esther Vuong, MA 
Postsecondary Education: Student Affairs
Brittany Lynn Walker, MAE 
Principalship
Daniel Patrick Wayson, MA 
Postsecondary Education: Student Affairs
Neldrekka A. Whitaker, MAE 
Principalship
Jeanette Pearl White, MA 
School Library Studies
Megan Marie Wilkerson, MAE 
Special Education: Consultant
31 *** Summa Cum Laude** Magna Cum Laude
* Cum Laude
% Legacy
Dionna Williams, MA 
Health Education: Health Promotion/
Fitness Management
Anna C. Wilson, MA 
Postsecondary Education: Student Affairs
Kylie Wilson, MA 
Physical Education: Kinesiology 
Emphasis 
Thesis: Effects of a Sport Nutrition 
Education Intervention on Nutritional 
Knowledge, Dietary Behaviors, and 
Self-Efficacy in NCAA Division I Softball 
Players
Lindsey Christina Wischnefski, MA 
Postsecondary Education: Student Affairs





Chet Dean Adams, BA 
Elementary Education
**%Katlyn Marie Alexander, BA 
Elementary Education
Jared Allison, BA 
Elementary Education 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Lynsey Jean Altenhofen, BA 
Elementary Education
Dylan Aaron Anderson, BA 
Elementary Education
Grace America Andreassen, BA 
Elementary Education
Bailey Lynn Andrews, BA 
Elementary Education
*Josie Lea Asklund, BA 
Elementary Education 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Katherine Julie Astor, BA 
Elementary Education
Morgan Marie Auderer, BA 
Elementary Education
Shelby Marie Axtell, BA 
Elementary Education 
Early Childhood Education
Gabrielle Brianna Babneau, BA 
Elementary Education
***Caroline Marie Balius, BA 
Elementary Education
***Lexa Anne Balius, BA 
Elementary Education
Kennedy Rae Balk, BA 
Elementary Education
Alex James Balvance, BA 
Elementary Education
*Sydney Elaine Barnes, BA 
Elementary Education 
Early Childhood Education
Alonna Karen Bascue, BA 
Elementary Education
Makayla Marie Bauer, BA 
Elementary Education
Fidei Opal Beattie, BA 
Early Childhood Education
Kami Sue Bedwell, BA 
Elementary Education
***Haley Christine Benson, BA 
Elementary Education
Logan Jesse Wallock Benson, BA 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Monika Janae Bevans, BA 
Elementary Education
Brenna Bleeker, BA 
Early Childhood Education
Hanna Marie Blomme, BA 
Elementary Education
Dawn Jovoni Solli Boone, BA 
Elementary Education
Anna Bourke, BA 
Elementary Education 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Rachel Kathryn Brookhart, BA 
Early Childhood Education
%Jennifer Lynn Bryant, BA 
Elementary Education
MacKenzie Sue Buchholz, BA 
Elementary Education
Jenelle Jo Jensen, BA 
Elementary Education
**Emily Kathleen Burger, BA 
Elementary Education 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Courtney Adelaide Marie Burgess, BA 
Elementary Education
Keagan Leann Burmeister, BA 
Elementary Education
Hanna Cameron Bush, BA 
Elementary Education 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Mackenzie Leigh Bush, BA 
Elementary Education
Mercedes Rylee Byrnes, BA 
Elementary Education
Katelyn Nicole Cameron, BA 
Elementary Education
***Paige Marie Canfield, BA 
Elementary Education
Payton Michelle Cannon, BA 
Elementary Education
Ashley Jean Michelle Canny, BA 
Elementary Education
Amy Elizabeth Canon, BA 
Elementary Education
Gina M. Caranci, BA 
Elementary Education
Jade Angelica Carter, BA 
Elementary Education
*Emily Marie Caylor, BA 
Elementary Education
Kendra Chavis, BA 
Elementary Education
*Madeline Jean Cheeney, BA 
Elementary Education
Madeline Ann Chilton, BA 
Early Childhood Education
Sydney Marie Christianson, BA 
Elementary Education
Hannah Brielle Clark, BA 
Elementary Education
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Kennedy Anne Clarke, BA 
Elementary Education
Taylor Elizabeth Claus, BA 
Elementary Education 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Nicole Kay Clemen, BA 
Elementary Education
Molly Marie Cline, BA 
Elementary Education
Alexis Marie Clough, BA 
Elementary Education
Abby Jo Cook, BA 
Elementary Education
Cody David Cooper, BA 
Elementary Education
Jessica Megan Cooper, BA 
Elementary Education
Gabrielle Elizabeth Cowie, BA 
Elementary Education
*%Bryce Daniel Cox, BA 
Elementary Education
Kortney Marie Craig, BA 
Elementary Education
Madeleine Leigh Crichton, BA 
Elementary Education 
University Honors
Morgan Cronin, BA 
Elementary Education
Kaylie Kay Dahlgren, BA 
Elementary Education
Kennedy Marie Daniels, BA 
Elementary Education 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Kylie Nicole Daniels, BA 
Elementary Education 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
***Ashley Marie Darling, BA 
Elementary Education
**Bryce Robert Davis, BA 
Elementary Education 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Braden James DeLong, BA 
Elementary Education 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
*Krista Lynn Determan, BA 
Elementary Education
Shelby Olivia Devora, BA 
Elementary Education
Jennifer Marie Dexter, BA 
Elementary Education
Kaitlyn Marie Dickey, BA 
Elementary Education
Briley Dixon, BA 
Elementary Education
Kaliah Christine Dothard, BA 
Elementary Education
Hailey Elizabeth Dunt, BA 
Early Childhood Education
*Tori Danae Dursky, BA 
Elementary Education 
Early Childhood Education
Amanda Kathryn Duys, BA 
Elementary Education 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Ashley Ann Edaburn, BA 
Elementary Education
**Kayla Dawn Edwards, BA 
Elementary Education 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Annie Catherine Efting, BA 
Elementary Education
Olivia Marilyn Egli, BA 
Early Childhood Education
Joshua Allen Einertson, BA 
Elementary Education 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Matthew Nicholas Eiselstein-Lafrenz, 
BA 
Elementary Education 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
**Cassie Mae Elbert, BA 
Elementary Education
Kenadie Jean Fiebelkorn, BA 
Elementary Education
Rylee Jo Flege, BA 
Early Childhood Education
Trevor Scott Fletcher, BA 
Elementary Education
*Courtney Lynn Foertsch, BA 
Elementary Education
Piper Leigh Freestone, BA 
Elementary Education 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Olivia Marie Frick, BA 
Elementary Education
Whitnee Taylor Gallaher, BA 
Early Childhood Education
Jessica R. Gard, BA 
Elementary Education
**Reghan Kathleen German, BA 
Elementary Education
Abigail Mary Gerrits, BA 
Elementary Education
Brittany Marie Gibbs, BA 
Early Childhood Education
***Brady Girkin, BA 
Elementary Education
Michael Jordan James Girres, BA 
Elementary Education
Cora Mae Gomoll, BA 
Elementary Education
%Lauren Gootee, BA 
Elementary Education
Ashley Marilyn Graham, BA 
Elementary Education
Brittany Tara Graham, BA 
Early Childhood Education
**Samantha Nicole Grein, BA 
Elementary Education 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Allison Mae Griffin, BA 
Elementary Education 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Brooke Grimes, BA 
Elementary Education 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Emma Danielle Gruhn, BA 
Elementary Education
Elise Nicole Guenther, BA 
Elementary Education 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Rebecca L. Hall, BA 
Elementary Education
Brittany Olivia Hammes, BA 
Early Childhood Education 
Elementary Education
Dakota Jo Hansen, BA 
Elementary Education
Miranda Elisabeth Hansen, BA 
Elementary Education
Alesha Marie Hanson, BA 
Elementary Education
Caitlin Hanson, BA 
Early Childhood Education
Emily Ann Hanten, BA 
Elementary Education
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% Legacy
Cody Jacob Harmon, BA 
Elementary Education
***Sara Jean Harris, BA 
Elementary Education
*Jacob Matthew Hartman, BA 
Elementary Education
Alexandra Marie Hartmann, BA 
Elementary Education
Shayna Grace Hartwig, BA 
Elementary Education
Hope Debra Hatchitt, BA 
Elementary Education
%Kaelyn Ann Haught, BA 
Elementary Education
Samantha Lynn Hawkins, BA 
Elementary Education
%Jacob Raymond Hayes, BA 
Elementary Education 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Emily Catherine Haywood, BA 
Elementary Education
Morgan Ann Heims, BA 
Elementary Education
Kennady Marie Hein, BA 
Elementary Education
Cassidy Marie Henle, BA 
Elementary Education
%Chloe Ila Henningsen, BA 
Elementary Education
**Alyssa Lorraine Henson, BA 
Elementary Education
Rylie Marie Hess, BA 
Elementary Education
Madison Paige Heusinkvelt, BA 
Elementary Education
Brooke Karen Hoeppner, BA 
Elementary Education 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Samantha Elaine Holtkamp, BA 
Elementary Education 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Riley D. Hopp, BA 
Early Childhood Education
Monica A. House, BA 
Elementary Education
Michael Thomas Howland, BA 
Elementary Education
Sage Kennedy Hoy, BA 
Elementary Education
Mallorie Mae Huebner, BA 
Elementary Education
Caroline Germaine Hunkele, BA 
Elementary Education
Samantha Jo Hyde, BA 
Elementary Education
Meghan Irmiter, BA 
Elementary Education
**Katelyn Jean Jacobsen, BA 
Elementary Education
Courtney Nicole James, BA 
Elementary Education
Tyler John Jessen, BA 
Elementary Education
Anna Mary Jochum, BA 
Elementary Education
Daisy Johnson, BA 
Elementary Education
Paige Johnson, BA 
Elementary Education
*Olivia June Johnston, BA 
Elementary Education
Morgan Lee Jones, BA 
Elementary Education
Kayla Marie Joyce, BA 
Elementary Education
***Emma Katherine Juhnke, BA 
Elementary Education 
University Honors
**Lucas Gerald Kaufmann, BA 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
*Paige Emily Kayvan, BA 
Elementary Education
Samantha Lynn Keiper, BA 
Elementary Education
*Kennidy Alice Kemna, BA 
Elementary Education
Riley S. Kilbride, BA 
Early Childhood Education 
Elementary Education
***Louren Rose Kilburg, BA 
Elementary Education 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Baylee Rose Kleitsch, BA 
Elementary Education
Ashley Marie Klouse, BA 
Elementary Education
Sadee Arlene Koehler, BA 
Early Childhood Education
Addie Marie Koerperich, BA 
Elementary Education
**Jocelyn Frances Kramer, BA 
Elementary Education
***Jolissa Kay Kriegel, BA 
Elementary Education
Joseph Daniel Kruger, BA 
Elementary Education
Marissa Nicole Krummel, BA 
Elementary Education
Anna Kruse, BA 
Elementary Education
Jordan Ashley Lange, BA 
Elementary Education
*Kathryn Anne Larson, BA 
Elementary Education
Mackenzie Ann Laven, BA 
Elementary Education 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Jennesse Juanita Lawless, BA 
Early Childhood Education
Jocelyn Lea Lewis, BA 
Elementary Education 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Bianca Vanessa Loya, BA 
Elementary Education
***Lauren Luce, BA 
Elementary Education 
Early Childhood Education 
University Honors
Lauryn Adrian Luckeroth, BA 
Elementary Education
Colton John Lueck, BA 
Elementary Education 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Morgan Amber Lyons, BA 
Elementary Education
Nizama Mahmutovic, BA 
Early Childhood Education
Christopher M. Mahnke, BA 
Elementary Education
***Fallon Marth, BA 
Elementary Education
Laura Martin, BA 
Early Childhood Education
Austin James Maske, BA 
Elementary Education 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
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Kayla Christine Mathews, BA 
Elementary Education
***Colleen Mary Matos, BA 
Elementary Education 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
**Ellen Mary McConnell, BA 
Elementary Education
Erika Anne McCreary, BA 
Elementary Education
Olivia Clarice McDermott, BA 
Elementary Education
Alexis Mariah McDonald, BA 
Early Childhood Education
*Kylie Marie McDonald, BA 
Elementary Education 
University Honors
Madison Nicole McDonald, BA 
Early Childhood Education
Kallie Ann McMurphy, BA 
Elementary Education 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Alexandra Nicole Mens, BA 
Elementary Education
Elizabeth D. Meyer, BA 
Elementary Education
Payton Michelle Meyer, BA 
Elementary Education
Marcus Timothy Miles, BA 
Elementary Education
Joy Marie Miller, BA 
Elementary Education
*Kalli Jo Miller, BA 
Elementary Education 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Kathryn Ann Miller, BA 
Elementary Education
Payton Joan Miller, BA 
Elementary Education 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Cierra Darlene Milner, BA 
Elementary Education
Brittany Marie Miner, BA 
Elementary Education
**Jessica Marie Moats, BA 
Elementary Education
Payton Noelle Moore, BA 
Elementary Education 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Connor Moroney, BA 
Elementary Education
Madison Mae Moser, BA 
Elementary Education
*%Kaytlyn Nicole Mulford, BA 
Early Childhood Education
Devon Estelle Nester, BA 
Elementary Education
Lauren Lorraine Nickerson, BA 
Elementary Education
Stephanie Marie Niedert, BA 
Elementary Education
***Caitlyn Ann Niehus, BA 
Elementary Education 
Middle Level Education Dual Major 
University Honors
Kara Danielle Nunemaker, BA 
Elementary Education
Omobolanle Olayinka Ogunbayode, BA 
Elementary Education
Cailey June Olson, BA 
Elementary Education
Emilee June Olson, BA 
Elementary Education
Alexis Hailey Pairrett, BA 
Elementary Education
Morgan Ann Patkin, BA 
Elementary Education
Ashley Michelle Peak, BA 
Elementary Education
Nicholas Lee Peiffer, BA 
Elementary Education 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Sarah Darlene Pfeiffer, BA 
Elementary Education 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Chloe Alexis Pflughaupt, BA 
Elementary Education
Morgan Ann Picolotti, BA 
Elementary Education 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Gabrielle Lynne Poole, BA 
Elementary Education
Daniel Norman Price, BA 
Elementary Education 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Brandi Lea Ragan, BA 
Elementary Education
*Cassidy Eileen Rawson, BA 
Elementary Education 
University Honors
Jennifer Lauren Revelle, BA 
Elementary Education
Hannah Marie Richards, BA 
Elementary Education 
Early Childhood Education
Sheryl L. Herrman Ridder, BA 
Early Childhood Education
*Kailee Renee Robben, BA 
Elementary Education 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Caitlyn Howe Roberts, BA 
Elementary Education
Hannah Lee Roeding, BA 
Elementary Education 
University Honors
Hannah Elizabeth Rohlf, BA 
Elementary Education
Lindsey Jo Rolison, BA 
Elementary Education
Macey Elizabeth Romanco, BA 
Elementary Education
Marissa Anne Roosa, BA 
Elementary Education 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Sydney Roth, BA 
Elementary Education 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Seth Logan Rupprecht, BA 
Elementary Education
**Camryn Elaine Salvador, BA 
Elementary Education
*Joshua Alwin Schaefer, BA 
Elementary Education
Abigail Lee Scheel, BA 
Elementary Education 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Emma Joy Scheidler, BA 
Elementary Education 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
***Bethany Grace Schillinger, BA 
Elementary Education 
University Honors
Madelyn Ann Schiltz, BA 
Elementary Education
Andrea L. Schlotman, BA 
Elementary Education
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Ryleigh M. Schnell, BA 
Elementary Education 
Early Childhood Education
Stephen Louis Schoning, BA 
Elementary Education
Rebecca Lynn Schouten, BA 
Elementary Education
*Emily Nicole Schuff, BA 
Elementary Education 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
*Anna Elaine Schweers, BA 
Elementary Education
Haley Marie Scogland, BA 
Early Childhood Education
Danielle Michelle Seager, BA 
Elementary Education
%Emily Lorraine Seegers, BA 
Elementary Education
Summer Rae Sents, BA 
Elementary Education
Brianne Elizabeth Settlage, BA 
Elementary Education 
Early Childhood Education
**Erika Kay Shahan, BA 
Elementary Education 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Grace Michael Shanks, BA 
Elementary Education
Abby Lynn Sheehan, BA 
Elementary Education
Emily Ann Shinkle, BA 
Elementary Education 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Jessica Jean Sholes, BA 
Early Childhood Education
*Sarah Grace Shull, BA 
Elementary Education 
Middle Level Education Dual Major 
University Honors
Katelyn Rose Shultz, BA 
Elementary Education
Abigail Marie Siefken, BA 
Early Childhood Education
Chandler Marie Sims, BA 
Elementary Education
Natalie Ruth Skalla, BA 
Elementary Education
Faith A. Slinger, BA 
Elementary Education
AnneMarie DeLorenzo Smith, BA 
Elementary Education
Benjamin Davon Smith, BA 
Elementary Education
Lauren McKenna Smith, BA 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Sarah Lindsie Solt, BA 
Elementary Education
**Jessica Lauren Speake, BA 
Elementary Education
Mercedes Margaret Lynn Specht, BA 
Elementary Education
Jaclyn Tru Spencer, BA 
Elementary Education
Abbi Noel Staack, BA 
Elementary Education
Morgan Starbeck, BA 
Elementary Education
Stephanie Lynn Sterbenz, BA 
Elementary Education
Makenzie Elizabeth Stoffer, BA 
Elementary Education
Kayla Ann Stofferan, BA 
Elementary Education
**Andrew Jeffrey Stratton, BA 
Elementary Education 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Marissa Strickler, BA 
Elementary Education
*Kaitlyn Elaine Stroup, BA 
Elementary Education
Nicole Christine Stump, BA 
Elementary Education
Emily Elizabeth Takes, BA 
Elementary Education
Alexandria Dale Thompson, BA 
Elementary Education
Sarah Timmerman, BA 
Elementary Education
Bailey Marie Tinderholt, BA 
Elementary Education 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
McKenna Laine Tow, BA 
Elementary Education
***Shaylyn Sophie Trenkamp, BA 
Elementary Education 
University Honors
Hannah Tweedy, BA 
Early Childhood Education
Megan Rose Upham, BA 
Elementary Education
Annie Rose Utter, BA 
Elementary Education
**Mason Charles Van Beek, BA 
Elementary Education
*Alexis Van Blair, BA 
Elementary Education
Avery Rose Van Dike, BA 
Elementary Education
Maria M. Van Horn, BA 
Elementary Education
William Thomas Van Soelen, BA 
Elementary Education
Theodoros Vassilion Vardaxis, BA 
Elementary Education
Ryan David Veencamp, BA 
Elementary Education
Ashley Michelle Vinson, BA 
Early Childhood Education
*Emile Chantel Vinson, BA 
Elementary Education
Brookelyn Marie Wahlert, BA 
Elementary Education
Kristin Leann Wahlert, BA 
Elementary Education
%Kaitlyn Cavet Walker, BA 
Elementary Education
Stephanie Carol Wallen, BA 
Elementary Education
Paige Lynn Watne, BA 
Elementary Education
Kylee Marie Watrous, BA 
Elementary Education 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Kaylee Sue Watson, BA 
Elementary Education
Kaela Sue Weber, BA 
Elementary Education
*Sebrina Paige Webster, BA 
Elementary Education 
University Honors
Tiffany Lynn Weinacht, BA 
Early Childhood Education
Keri Patricia Wells, BA 
Elementary Education 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Victoria Mei Wells, BA 
Elementary Education
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Delaney Paige Werts, BA 
Early Childhood Education
%Isabel Rose Wester, BA 
Elementary Education
Kiley Nicole Westhoff, BA 
Elementary Education 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Elaine Caroline Whipple, BA 
Elementary Education
**Kelsey Marie Whitney, BA 
Elementary Education 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
*Josie Margaret Marie Wiedrich, BA 
Elementary Education
%Peyton Ray Williams, BA 
Elementary Education 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Kelli Annice Wilson, BA 
Elementary Education
Kylee Davis Wilson, BA 
Elementary Education
*Amber Noreen Winkel, BA 
Elementary Education
%Greta Mae Winkel, BA 
Elementary Education
Katelyn Marie Wittrock, BA 
Elementary Education 
Early Childhood Education
*Jordan Marie Woods, BA 
Elementary Education
Amber Carolyn Workman, BA 
Elementary Education
Emily Marie Worley, BA 
Elementary Education
**Emily Morgan Wright, BA 
Early Childhood Education
William Jackson Wright, BA 
Elementary Education
Scott James Wymore, BA 
Elementary Education 
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Alexa Yoakum, BA 
Elementary Education
Alyssa Joy Zoelle, BA 
Elementary Education
HEALTH, RECREATION & 
COMMUNITY SERVICES
Samantha Rae Ahlrichs, BA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
Muntadhar Abdullah Kadhem Al 
Thunayan, BA 
Health Promotion: Global Health and 
Humanitarian Assistance
Essa Salman Alborhan, BA 
Health Promotion: Global Health and 
Humanitarian Assistance
Zainab Ali Aljanobi, BA 
Health Promotion: Women’s Health 
Public Health & Education: Global Health 
and Humanitarian Assistance
Jassim Alkhudhar, BA 
Health Promotion: Global Health and 
Humanitarian Assistance
Adeeb Mania A Almania, BA 
Health Promotion: Global Health and 
Humanitarian Assistance
Jawad Hassan J Almarhoon, BA 
Health Promotion: Global Health and 
Humanitarian Assistance
Norma Abdullah Almosjen, BA 
Health Promotion: Women’s Health 
Health Promotion: Global Health and 
Humanitarian Assistance
Abdulhakim Yousef H Alnasser, BA 
Health Promotion: Global Health and 
Humanitarian Assistance
Jaafar Abdullah Alsultan, BA 
Health Promotion: Global Health and 
Health Disparities 
Health Promotion: Wellness and Fitness 
Public Health & Education: Community 
Nutrition
Katie Jo Andersen, BA 
Athletic Training
Jeramiah Louis Bailey, BA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
***Rasmira Bajramovic, BA 
Health Promotion: Global Health and 
Humanitarian Assistance
Anna Bandfield, BA 
Health Promotion: Global Health and 
Humanitarian Assistance
Alexis Lise Bartell, BA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
Sara Marie Baumgartner, BA 
Health Promotion: Wellness and Fitness 
Health Promotion: Women’s Health
Grayson Wade Benedict, BA 
Athletic Training
Melinda Bethke, BA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
Samuel Richard Bierman, BA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
Zachary David Boisen, BA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
Jessa L. Bokhoven, BA 
Public Health & Education: Community 
Nutrition
Andrew Scott Bonelli, BA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
*Elisabeth Bovy, BA 
Health Promotion: Global Health and 
Humanitarian Assistance 
Health Promotion: Women’s Health
Olivia Marie Brooks, BA 
Health Promotion: Global Health and 
Humanitarian Assistance 
Health Promotion: Women’s Health 
University Honors
Brooke Lynn Brown, BA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
Mario Lashane Brown, BA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
Trevor Robert Cast, BA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
Jordan Leigh Classon, BA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
Brianne Claire Combs, BA 
Athletic Training
Hailey Christine Comer, BA 
Athletic Training & Rehabilitation Studies
Karly Christine Cook, BA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
Shaun Michael Cook, BA 
Athletic Training & Rehabilitation Studies
Lauren Ashley Cooling, BA 
Health Promotion: Global Health and 
Humanitarian Assistance
Jessica Lee Crook, BA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
Gabrielle Marie Crooks, BA 
Public Health & Education: Global Health 
and Humanitarian Assistance
Kassandra Evann Decuir, BA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
Connor Gene Dooley, BA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
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Mesa Rae Engelhardt, BA 
Athletic Training
Cassidy Jul Flory, BA 
Health Promotion: Global Health and 
Humanitarian Assistance
Piper Victoria Fox, BA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
Madison Jayne Gaffney, BA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
Hannah Marie Gardner, BA 
Athletic Training
Ayslyn Marie Garnette, BA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
Emmaline Rose Gilbaugh, BA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
%Emma Grace Gourley, BA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
Keaton JamesLe Grove, BA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
Madison Ann Hagedorn, BA 
Athletic Training 
University Honors 
Thesis: Treatment of Proximal Hamstring 
Tendinopathy With Active Release 
Technique in Collegiate Track Athletes: A 
Case Series
Lily Marie Hammes, BA 
Health Promotion: Global Health and 
Humanitarian Assistance
Skyla T. Harger, BA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
Wanda Sue Hoskins, BA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
Trevor John Huber, BA 
Athletic Training & Rehabilitation Studies
Alexis Mae Hurt Schmitt, BA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
Delaney Lucille Johnson, BA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
Katie Jo Johnson, BA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services 
University Honors
Miranda Elizabeth Kasemeier, BA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
Nadir Khan, BA 
Health Promotion: Environmental Health/
Science Intensive
Anne Marie Lawler, BA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
Alexandra Lynn Lenaerts, BA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
McKinley Shea Lillegraven, BA 
Athletic Training & Rehabilitation Studies
Alexa Marie Lloyd, BA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
Riley Andrew Loonan, BA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services 
Hanna Lovstad, BA 
Health Promotion: Environmental Health/
Science Intensive
Haylee Marie Luna, BA 
Athletic Training & Rehabilitation Studies
Megan Maahs, BA 
Health Promotion: Global Health and 
Humanitarian Assistance
Jacob M. Manderscheid, BA 
Athletic Training & Rehabilitation Studies
Dalyn Marie Maxson, BA 
Health Promotion: Wellness and Fitness 
Health Promotion: Women’s Health
Jordan Alexis McCullough, BA 
Health Promotion: Wellness and Fitness
Hope Elizabeth McDermott, BA 
Health Promotion: Wellness and Fitness
Emily Elizabeth Meier, BA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
Paige Alexis Metzger, BA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
Karlie Ann Niedert, BA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
Kitana Jade Pickett, BA 
Health Promotion: Global Health and 
Humanitarian Assistance
Zach Poell, BA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
Kei-che Amanda Randle, BA 
Health Promotion: Women’s Health
Kelsey Rae Rasmussen, BA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
Devon Thomas Rice, BA 
Athletic Training
Josephine Amelia Riedell, BA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
Nicole Lea Roberts, BA 
Athletic Training
Graceanne Lea Ryken, BA 
Health Promotion: Women’s Health
Kristen Breanna Salzwedel, BA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
*Hannah Sanderman, BA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
Emily Marie Schepers, BA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services 
University Honors
Jessica Alison Schleis, BA 
Health Promotion: Global Health and 
Humanitarian Assistance
Shelby Marie Schroeder, BA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
Katherine Ann Serbousek, BA 
Athletic Training & Rehabilitation Studies
Bailey Nicole Siebrecht, BA 
Athletic Training
**Anne Marie Simmons, BA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
Kyle Patrick Skoumal, BA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
Lauren Marie Slinker, BA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
Henry David Smith, BA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
Olivia Ann Snyder, BA 
Health Promotion: Women’s Health
Brittany Lou Steinkamp, BA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
Payton Cole Stock, BA 
Athletic Training
Noah Warren Stukey, BA 
Athletic Training and Rehabilitation 
Studies
Leddia Marie Tallman, BA 
Health Promotion: Wellness and Fitness
Holly Marie Trenkamp, BA 
Health Promotion: Women’s Health
Emily Sue Tull, BA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
Miriam Carol Ulmer, BA 
Leisure, Youth & Human Services
Matelyn Alyssa Ulrich, BA 
Athletic Training
Jennifer Lynn Vedane, BA 
Athletic Training & Rehabilitation Studies
%Casie Lauren Veiseth, BA 
Health Promotion: Women’s Health
Keely Elisabet Woods, BA 
Health Promotion: Wellness and Fitness
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Alyssa Mary Wrage, BA 
Athletic Training
Caitlin Janessa Wright, BA 
Athletic Training
KINESIOLOGY
DeMarius James Ackerson, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science
Collin Lance Arndt, BA 
Physical Education
Carley Suzanne Arnold, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science
**Blake Bauer, BA 
Physical Education
Alexander Cass Beckman, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Sport 
Psychology
Darcy Bertolino, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science
Aubrey Nicole Bland, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science
William Gerald Blaser, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science 
Movement & Exercise Science: Sport 
Psychology
Isaiah Brown, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Sport 
Psychology
Sammey Clara Bunch, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science
*Lauren Fe Camp, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science
Kati Renee Cassabaum, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science
Ashley Maree Chesser, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science
Juan Ignacio Cobian Salinas, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science
David Duane Cook, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science
***Macayla Criswell, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science 
University Honors
Grace Ann De Haan, BA 
Physical Education
Madison DePrenger, BA 
Physical Education
Bailey Donovan, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science
Caleb Francis Dorsey, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Sport 
Psychology
Timothy James Doyle, BA 
Physical Education
*Bailey Renee Eisenman, BA 
Physical Education
Michael Dean Ellingson, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science
Zachary Michael Fisher, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science
Jonathan Fleuridor, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Sport 
Psychology
Harley Jay Forry, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science
Madalyn Germann, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science
***Morgan Ann Gjerde-Bogle, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science
Shandon Mitchell Goldman, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Sport 
Psychology
Maria Del Carmen Gonzalez, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science
Tyus Lorenzo Grant, BA 
Physical Education
Spencer David Green, BA 
Physical Education
Austin Guerrero, BA 
Physical Education
Jace Robert Hadachek, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science
Sheila Harting, BA 
Physical Education
McKinley Travis Hawe, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Sport 
Psychology
Alec Ryan Hill, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Sport 
Psychology
Bo Jordan Hjelle, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science
Seth Daniel Hoeger, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science
Harvey Christopher Hoskins, BA 
Physical Education
Joel Liam Howren, BA 
Physical Education
Morgan Alynne Ingamells, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science
Hannah Johnson, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science
Garner James Kaasa, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science
Morgan Alyssa Kappel, BA 
Physical Education
Colby Jace Kleinhesselink, BA 
Physical Education
Sydney Jo Koch, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science
Adam Anthony Koenigs, BA 
Physical Education
Molly Lynn Kramer, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science
Jenna Nicole Lederman, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Sport 
Psychology
Jacob M. Manderscheid, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science
Brandt Edward Marburger, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science
%Cole Steven Mather, BA 
Physical Education
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Rachel Lyn McCarthy, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science
Jordan Alexis McCullough, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science
Emily Sharon McDermott, BA 
Physical Education
Emilee Anna Meadows, BA 
Physical Education
Briley Allen Moore-McKinney, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Sport 
Psychology
Dustin Ward Murphy, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science
*Amanda Joy Newman, BA 
Physical Education
Samuel Steven Nissly, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science
Chelsea Ann Notton, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science 
University Honors
Sarah Nicole Peot, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science
Spencer Leon Pink, BA 
Physical Education
Martin Ponce, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science
Chase Reed Pryor, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science
Trey Jesse Recknor, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science
Anna Rizer, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Sport 
Psychology
*Jordyn Taylor Rolli, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science
Lydia Rose, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science
Katherine A. Ross, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science
Kyle Thomas Schepanski, BA 
Physical Education
Maddison Elice Shupe, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science
Logan James Sisk, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science
Jeremy Andrew Smith, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science
Sydney Lynn Spargur, BA 
Physical Education
Benjamin Taylor Steinfeldt, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science
%Ethan Allan Suchomel, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science
Noah B. Thatcher, BA 
Physical Education
Timothy Ryan Thompson, BA 
Physical Education
Casandra Joleen Tjebben, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Sport 
Psychology
Kaylee Jo Townsend, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science
Kurt Gerard Trumm, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science
Brock Steven Van Loon, BA 
Physical Education
Adam James VanErsvelde, BA 
Physical Education 
Movement & Exercise Science: Sport 
Psychology
Spencer Lewis Varner, BA 
Physical Education
Zachariah Lumbus Vincent, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science
Nathan Thomas Ward, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science
Nathan John Alan Weiss, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science
*Jenna-Lynn Alberta Willer, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Exercise 
Science
Xavior Lee Williams, BA 
Movement & Exercise Science: Sport 
Psychology




College of Humanities, 
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Ziyuan Li, DIT 
Doctor of Industrial Technology 
Thesis: Implementation of a Joint 
Power Delivering and Communication 
Technology for Smartphones over the 
3.5 MM Audio Jack
Hamid Tahery, DIT 
Doctor of Industrial Technology
Salih Zeki Boysan, DT 
Doctor of Technology 
Thesis: 3D Printing Technology on 
Spare Parts Business Supply Chain 
Management: A Case Study in Appliance 
Industry
Akaff Saeed Diam, DT 
Doctor of Technology 
Thesis: Prediction of Heat Treatment 
Distortion and Optimization of 
Manufacturing Tolerances for Machined 
Components
MASTERS CANDIDATES
Mohammed Salim Al Slamh, MS 
Biology 
Thesis: Changes of Barley Stem 
Proteome in Response to Drought 
During Grain Filling
Alexi Brianne Alt, MA 
Speech-Language Pathology
Zoe Nicole Angus, MA 
Speech-Language Pathology
Kori Renee Assman, MA 
Speech-Language Pathology
Adukwu Samuel Atadoga, MA 
Communication Studies: Public Relations 
Thesis: Western Media Coverage of 
International News: A Content Analysis 
of Associated Press Coverage of Africa
Jennifer Nicole Baldwin, MA 
Speech-Language Pathology
Obediah Bauer, MM 
Performance: Wind/Percussion/
Keyboard/Strings 
Thesis: Master’s Recital: Obediah Bauer, 
Trombone
Bailey Elizabeth Bockenstedt, MA 
Speech-Language Pathology
Kristopher Lee Boss, MS 
Technology: Engineering Management 
Thesis: Investigating the Production 
of Cores by Using Reclaimed Foundry 
Green Sand
Charnell Jean Breitbach, MA 
English: Literature
Sydney Carol Brotherton, MA 
Speech-Language Pathology
Jessica Kay Budde, MA 
Art Education
Jacqueline Ann Buffone, MA 
Speech-Language Pathology
Rachel Marie Bullock, MA 
Speech-Language Pathology
Cecilia Louise Cerja, MA 
Communication Studies: General 
Communication 
Thesis: The Overground Railroad of the 
Jim Crow Era: A Rhetorical Analysis of 
the Negro Motorist Green Books
Kyle Allen Chaska, MA 
Speech-Language Pathology
Danny Cheuk, MA 
Mathematics: Math Emphasis 
Thesis: On the zeta Kirchhoff Index of 
Several Graph Transformations
Mary B. Chipman, MA 
English: Creative Writing 
Thesis: An Elephant is in the Lake: 
How a Nice Girl Navigated Growing 
Up Amidst Murder and Madness in 
Suburban Chicago
Casey James Clark, MA 
Science Education
Adeline Patricia Crawford, MA 
Speech-Language Pathology
Ruford Cross, MA 
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages
HaiDong Cui, MS 
Technology
Paige Dannenfeldt, MA 
Speech-Language Pathology
Brittany L. Davis, MA 
Speech-Language Pathology 
Thesis: Efficiency of Low-Tech Access 
Methods When Using Augmentative and 
Alternative Communication (AAC)
Taylor Anne Dengler, MM 
Performance: Voice 
Thesis: Graduate Recital: Taylor Dengler, 
Soprano
Elizabeth Du Chene, MA 
Communication Studies: Public Relations
Jessica Hope Ellias, MA 
Speech-Language Pathology
%Taylor Maridith Else, MA 
Speech-Language Pathology
Kate Marie Engelkes, MA 
Teaching English in Secondary Schools
Maggie Anne English, MA 
Speech-Language Pathology
Craig T. Ertl, MS 
Technology 
Thesis: The Effect of Cutting Condition 
Selection on Tool Life in Sand Milling
Megan Hauber Finley, MA 
Teaching English in Secondary Schools
Elizabeth Gobble, MA 
Teaching English in Secondary Schools
%Kaylah Godfrey, MA 
Speech-Language Pathology
Joel Raymond Hagen, MM 
Music Education
Taylor Marie Hagen, MA 
Speech-Language Pathology
Elsa Carey Hall, MA 
Speech-Language Pathology
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Emily Rena Hart, MA 
Speech-Language Pathology
Seth Franklin Harwood, MA 
Mathematics: Math Emphasis
Carly Anne Heilskov, MA 
Teaching English in Secondary Schools
Mark Richard Hennessy, MA 
Science Education
Julie Elizabeth Herrig, MA 
Speech-Language Pathology
Sydney Rose Hoffman, MA 
Speech-Language Pathology
Irina Alexevna Juedes, MA 
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages
James Matthew Keane, MA 
Communication Studies: Performance 
Studies
Lindsay Kay Kearns, MA 
Speech-Language Pathology
Jordan Matthew Kenkel, MA 
Teaching English in Secondary Schools
%Hannah Lauren Kimm, MA 
Speech-Language Pathology
Taylor Jean Kruger, MA 
Speech-Language Pathology
Callie Jean Lawson, MA 
Speech-Language Pathology
Mackenzie Lee Lemke, MA 
Speech-Language Pathology
Betsy Marie Lemus, MA 
Science Education
Jessica Rose Link, MA 
Speech-Language Pathology
Julia Ann Logan, MA 
Speech-Language Pathology
Rebecca Lueth, MA 
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages
Jonathan Michael Luiken, MS 
Biology 
Thesis: Influence of Landscape on the 
Population Genetics of the Rainbow 
Darter (Etheostoma Caeruleum) in 
Glaciated and Unglaciated Environments
Kathleen Loretta Madsen, MS 
Biology 
Thesis: Productivity and Community 
Composition Change in Prairie Biomass 
Feedstocks
Destiny Danielle Magee, MS 
Biology 
Thesis: Carbon Sequestration and 
Weedy Invasion in CRP Fields
Lydia Marie Martin, MA 
Speech-Language Pathology
Heather Sachiko Mason, MA 
Speech-Language Pathology
John Ross Mason, MA 
English: Creative Writing 
Thesis: Guardian
Sarah Elizabeth Meade, MA 
Speech-Language Pathology
Hannah Jean Merfeld, MA 
Speech-Language Pathology
Grace E. Mertz, MA 
Communication Studies: Performance 
Studies 
Thesis: Hi God: An Autoethnography of 
Loneliness in Graduate School
Aundrea Claire Milecki, MA 
Teaching English in Secondary Schools
Mandi Sue Miles, MA 
Speech-Language Pathology
Madison Ann Miller, MA 
Speech-Language Pathology
Sarah Marie Mollman, MA 
Teaching English in Secondary Schools
Abby Marie Murphy, MA 
Speech-Language Pathology
Brian Sullivan Murphy, MA 
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages
Brooke Rose Naber, MA 
Speech-Language Pathology
Abdul M. Nasser, MA 
Mathematics: Math Emphasis
Nikita Nayak, MS 
Technology
Niki Marie O’Meara, MM 
Music Education
Julia Marie Ore, MS 
Technology
%Anna Marie Pancratz, MA 
Speech-Language Pathology
%Kelly Rose Pancratz, MA 
Speech-Language Pathology
Tharuka Deshan Pathmaperuma, MS 
Biology 
Thesis: Levels of Cyclin B in THP-1 Cells 
Incubated in Hibernating and Non-
Hibernating Bullfrog Plasma, Lithobates 
catesbeianu
Morgan Mourine Powers, MA 
Speech-Language Pathology
%Mallory Patricia Rinnels, MA 
Speech-Language Pathology
Jose de Jesus Salinas Herrera, MA 
TESOL/Spanish
Logan Joseph Santel, MA 
Communication Studies: Organizational 
Communication
McKenna Kristine Schares, MA 
Speech-Language Pathology
Rylie Schlepp, MA 
Speech-Language Pathology
Kamarie Danielle Schmidt, MA 
Music
Jacquelyn Mary Schmitt, MA 
Science Education
Kacie Ann Schreck, MA 
Speech-Language Pathology
Isaac Schwartz, MM 
Jazz Pedagogy 
Thesis: Isaac Schwartz: Master’s Recital
Andres Segura, MS 
Technology: Metal Casting 
Thesis: Exploration of the Viability of a 
Proposed Transparent Fluid Model that 
Demonstrates the Metal Casting Filling 
Process
Eldina Siljkovic, MS 
Technology: Technology Management
Jenna Elise Skarphol, MM 
Performance: Voice 
Thesis: Graduate Recital: Jenna 
Skarphol, Mezzo-soprano and Andrea 
Johnson, Collaborative Pianist
Randi Ann Smith, MA 
English: Creative Writing 
Thesis: Evercross
Tasha Nicole Spratt, MA 
Teaching English in Secondary Schools
Shaina Steger, MA 
Mathematics: Math Emphasis
Lauren Holly Petri Stephens, MA 
Teaching English in Secondary Schools
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Alayna Stokes, MA 
Speech-Language Pathology
Ashley R. Stoppel, MA 
Communication Studies: Mass 
Communication
Amanda Jeanne Stump, MS 
Biology 
Thesis: Evaluation of the CSR 1-2 Allele 
from Arabidopsis thaliana cs3102 as an 
Imazapyr Herbicide Resistance Marker 
for Biolistic Transformation of the Schoot 
Apical Meristem
Summer Janine Teed, MA 
Science Education
Seth Thill, MA 
English: Creative Writing 
Thesis: Stained Glass, Synthetic Web: 
The Simultaneous Rise and Fall of 
Something Person
Meredith Kay Tipping, MM 
Conducting 
Thesis: A Master’s Recital in Conducting
%Katherine Ann Todd, MA 
Math: Community College Teaching
Sandra Senapilo Tracy, MA 
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages
Paige Michelle Van Dyk, MA 
Speech-Language Pathology
Nicole Elizabeth Vogt, MA 
Teaching English in Secondary Schools
Emma Loren Voss, MA 
Speech-Language Pathology
Shania Waller, MA 
Speech-Language Pathology
Bethany A. Washington, MM 
Performance: Wind/Percussion/
Keyboard/Strings 
Thesis: Graduate Recital in Violin
Jake Allen Weber, MA 
Mathematics: Math Emphasis 
Thesis: An Exploration in Ramsey Theory
Elizabeth Marie Wiley, MM 
Performance: Voice 
Thesis: Graduate Voice Recital – 
Elizabeth Wiley, Soprano & Dr. Korey 
Barrett, Pianist
Laura Esther Wright, MA 
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages
Anna Kayse Zetterlund, MM 
Performance: Voice 
Thesis: Graduate Recital Abstract in 
Voice




Melodie Rose Anstey, BA 
Art: Studio Emphasis
Guadalupe Maria Baltazar, BA 
Art
Samuel D. Barnhart, BFA 
Art: Studio BFA
Kaitlin Michele Bayne, BA 
Graphic Design
Sean Aaron Berg, BFA 
Art: Studio BFA
Madeline Jane Bonthuis, BA 
Graphic Design
Kate Lei Boyer, BA 
Graphic Design
Alissa Brooke Brimeyer, BA 
Graphic Design
Jacob Timshel Carson, BA 
Art: History Emphasis
Olivia Grace Chapman, BA 
Graphic Design
Sydnee Madison Chiri, BA 
Art
Allison Paige Christisen, BFA 
Art: Studio BFA
Rachel Marie Clarke, BFA 
Art: Studio BFA
Bailey Paige Elizabeth Corkery, BA 
Art: Studio Emphasis
*Ashley Marie Coulter, BA 
Art
Jessica Da Silva, BA 
Art: Studio Emphasis
Aliza Dawn Doherty, BA 
Art
Ethan Christian Edvenson, BFA 
Art: Studio BFA
Hunter Ty England, BA 
Graphic Design
Amanda Rose Erps, BA 
Art
Nicole Ann Everhart, BA 
Graphic Design
%Andrew Thomas Feakes, BA 
Art: Studio Emphasis
Sarah Violet Fluegel, BA 
Graphic Design
Indonesia Addie Sharvell Fulcher, BFA 
Art: Studio BFA
Sophia Marie Grover, BA 
Graphic Design
Taylor Elizabeth Hansen, BFA 
Art: Studio BFA
Geovanni Nicasio Hernandez, BA 
Graphic Design
Abigail Rose Hill, BA 
Art
Peyton Annabel Honeck, BA 
Art: History Emphasis
Taylor Jo Sunflower Honeck, BA 
Art
Brenda K. Hopkins, BA 
Graphic Design
Elias Holt Hug-Moran, BA 
Art: Studio Emphasis
Lacy Renae Irwin, BA 
Art
Rachel Jo Kopriva, BA 
Art
Rachel Jo Kopriva, BFA 
Art: Studio
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% Legacy
Maggie Mae Lampe, BA 
Graphic Design
Kyle Robert Langmann, BA 
Graphic Design
Sarah Noel Long, BA 
Graphic Design
Lydia R. Madsen, BA 
Graphic Design
Alexis Helena Miller, BA 
Art: Studio Emphasis
*Craig Allen Miller, BA 
Graphic Design
%Austin Daniel Mitchell, BA 
Graphic Design
Justin Aaron Opperman, BA 
Art: Studio Emphasis
Brandi J. Osborn, BA 
Art
Isaiah Daniel William Patton, BA 
Art: Studio Emphasis
Carolyn Pham, BA 
Art: Studio Emphasis
Mariah Jeanne Piippo, BA 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
Art: History Emphasis
*Delynn Melissa Plante, BA 
Graphic Design
Elisheba Reed, BA 
Art
Dawn Marie Reisdorf, BA 
Art: Studio Emphasis
Josephine Amelia Riedell, BA 
Art: Studio Emphasis
Megan Eileen Roethler, BFA 
Art: Studio BFA
Monica Crystal Sanguino, BFA 
Art: Studio BFA
Erica Diane Scherer, BA 
Graphic Design
Leah Katherine Schmitz, BA 
Graphic Design
Abby Lynn Sheehan, BA 
Art
Alexander Smith, BA 
Graphic Design
Tayler Patrick Smith, BA 
Art: Studio Emphasis
Amie Stalzer, BA 
Art: Studio Emphasis
Kolby Anne Stanley, BA 
Graphic Design
%Sierra Mae Steen, BA 
Art
Kristin Marie Stein, BA 
Graphic Design
Caitlin Pearl Stewart, BA 
Graphic Design
%Paige Elise Stewart, BA 
Graphic Design
Kayla Elizabeth Stoychoff, BA 
Art
Luke Telecky, BA 
Graphic Design
Chelsie Rose Tubbs, BA 
Graphic Design
Kasey Margaret Vanausdeln, BA 
Art
Shirann G. Vaughn, BFA 
Art: Studio BFA
Monica Caroline Vondra, BA 
Graphic Design
**Ashlyn Emily Weidauer, BA 
Graphic Design
%Sabrina Kay Wiebold, BA 
Art
Shannon Liza Williams, BFA 
Art: Studio BFA 
University Honors
BIOLOGY
Jeremy Raymond Abels, BS 
Biology 
University Honors 
Thesis: Histological Morphology and 
Structural Integration in the Four 
Major Morphologies of the Cypriniform 
Weberian Apparatus
Whitney Ali Ahrens, BA 
Biology: Ecology, Evolution, and 
Organismal Biology
Kayla Marie Alberts, BA 
Biology
Jamie Marie Althiser, BA 
Biology
*Kaylee Lynn Anderson, BA 
Biology
Benjamin Ujin Beck, BA 
Biology
Michael James Beem, BA 
Biology
Makayla Beik, BA 
Biology
Rebecca Marie Bence, BA 
Biology
Collin Joseph Besch, BA 
Biology 
University Honors
Lauren Nicole Billings, BA 
Biology: Ecology, Evolution, and 
Organismal Biology
Dino Bolic, BA 
Biology 
University Honors
Marissa Elizabeth Bradberry, BA 
Biology
Emily Marie Brocka, BA 
Biology
Clarissa Elizabeth Bruns, BS 
Biology 
University Honors 
Thesis: Genetic Variation within a 
Broadly Distributed Chewing Louse 
Genus (Thomomydoecus)
Nicholas Dean Brushaber, BA 
Environmental Resource Management: 
Ecosystems
%Luke Thomas Butikofer, BA 
Biology: Biomedical 
University Honors 
Thesis: Examining Variation of Tooth 
Morphology across Dietary Types in 
Mammals
***Ashley Lynn Campbell, BA 
Biology 
University Honors
Samantha Cindy Castillo, BA 
Biology
Bria LeeAnn Coulson, BA 
Biology: Biomedical 
University Honors
%Tierra Morgan D’Amato, BA 
Biology: Biomedical
Hattie Davidson, BA 
Biology
Bailey Mae DeShong, BA 
Biology
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Abby Lynn Downs, BA 
Biology
Tianna Rae Drahn, BA 
Biology
Annastasia Mae Dunnwald, BA 
Biology
Katherine Christine Dyer, BS 
Biology 
University Honors 
Thesis: Identification of Genome-Linked 
Bacillus Bacteriophage Proteins
Lacie Marie Evans, BA 
Biology
Carli Jo Fenn, BA 
Biology: Ecology, Evolution, and 
Organismal Biology
Kyle J. Freeborn, BA 
Biology
Sarah Elizabeth Hanna, BS 
Biology
%Thomas Daniel Hanson, BA 
Biology
Jayde Taylor Happel, BA 
Biology
Olivia Margaret Harris, BA 
Biology 
University Honors
**Sydney Hayden, BA 
Biology
Alexandra Taylor Hayes, BA 
Biology: Ecology, Evolution, and 
Organismal Biology
Heidi Noel Hillyard, BA 
Biology
*Natalie Kay Hirl, BS 
Biology 
University Honors
Danielle Annette Hoenig, BA 
Biology Teaching




Thesis: Preparation of the CRISPR Cas9 
System for Directed Mutagenesis of the 
FSR1 Gene of the Filamentous Fungi 
Fusarium Verticillioides
**Ashleigh Renee Houlette, BA 
Biology
Jordan R. Hoyman, BA 
Biology 
University Honors
Nicholas Scott Johnson, BA 
Biology
*Emma Lynn Judge, BA 
Biology 
University Honors
Cleophas Kabarega, BA 
Biology
%Korbin William Kittelson, BA 
Biology
Jennifer Ann Kohl, BA 
Biology
Lucas Steven Krakow, BA 
Biology: Ecology, Evolution, and 
Organismal Biology
%Abbey Marie Kuntz, BA 
Biology: Ecology, Evolution, and 
Organismal Biology
Jordan Wayne Laddusaw, BA 
Biology
Brittney Lancial, BA 
Biology Teaching
Molly Jean Lederer, BA 
Biology
Amanda Ann Lumetta, BA 
Biology
Stephanie Rose Lursen, BA 
Biology
Fatima Mahfouz, BA 
Biology
Caitlin Marie Mahoney, BA 
Biology
Ethan Lee Marburger, BA 
Biology: Ecology, Evolution, and 
Organismal Biology
Emily Marie McCalley, BA 
Biology
Rachel Anne McCoy, BA 
Biology
Samantha Nicole McFadden, BA 
Biology
*Bailee Breanne Meier, BA 
Biology
Heidi Nicole Meisheid, BA 
Biology
Ruthie K. Neff, BA 
Biology
Megan Lynn OBrien, BA 
Biology
Casey Russell O’Hern, BA 
Biology Teaching
***Hunter Alan Orthmann, BA 
Biology
Jennifer Petsche, BS 
Biology 
University Honors 
Thesis: Construction of a target-specific 
CRISPR-Cas9 vector for the purpose 
of introducing mutations into the FUM1 
gene of Fusarium verticillioides
Alex Donovan Pierce, BA 
Biology 
University Honors
**Pratik Poudel, BS 
Environmental Science: Environmental 
Earth Science
Alissa Sue Ann Quail, BA 
Biology
Eric Fermin Ramos, BA 
Biology: Biomedical
Pratima Raut, BA 
Biology
**Delaney M. Reed, BA 
Biology
Lindsey Marie Ricklefs, BA 
Biology
Caitlin Rohrbaugh, BA 
Biology
Grace M. Sack, BA 
Biology 
University Honors 
Thesis: Editing Fusarium graminearum 
using CRISPR/Cas9
Alana Christine Schneider, BA 
Biology
**Mackenzie Rose Segebarth, BA 
Biology
Mason Charles Severson, BA 
Biology
*Emma Kay Simpson, BA 
Biology: Ecology, Evolution, and 
Organismal Biology
Jamie Ann Sindlinger, BA 
Biology
Scott Eddie Sivola, BA 
Biology
Logan Michael Skulte, BA 
Biology
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*Darian Marie Sleeth, BA 
Biology: Ecology, Evolution, and 
Organismal Biology
Jeremy Andrew Smith, BA 
Biology
Cassandra Delores Spielbauer, BA 
Biology: Ecology, Evolution, and 
Organismal Biology 
University Honors
Katie Darby Staff, BA 
Biology Teaching
**Amanda Marie Stewart, BA 
Biology - Honors Research 
University Honors 
Thesis: Habitat Usage of Male and 
Female Wood Turtles (Glyptemys 
insculpta)
*Pui Yann Sun, BS 
Biology
Jordan Lindsay Taylorson, BA 
Biology
Grant Charles Tiarks, BA 
Biology 
University Honors
Samantha Michelle Uhlenkamp, BA 
Biology
Mitchell Jon Van Der Sloot, BA 
Biology
Heather Lynn Vonnahme, BA 
Biology
Madeline Walker, BA 
Biology 
University Honors 
Thesis: The Role of Inflammatory 
Markers in the Connections between 
Sleep and Chronic Health
Darrian Anthony Ward, BA 
Biology
Nicholas Roger Watters, BA 
Biology: Biomedical
*%Abigail Marie Weekley, BA 
Biology-Honors Research
Morgan Christine Westvold, BA 
Biology
Kelly Anne Whitfield, BA 
Biology
Abigail Ann Wiese, BA 
Biology
Emily Jo Wintz, BA 
Biology
Erin Rae Wisco, BA 
Biology
CHEMISTRY & BIOCHEMISTRY
Dexter Cox, BS 
Chemistry
Katherine Christine Dyer, BA 
Biochemistry 
University Honors 
Thesis: Identification of Genome-Linked 
Bacillus Bacteriophage Proteins




Thesis: Analysis of Gene Expression 
in Early-Stage Pancreatic Cancer and 
Investigation of 1,2,3,4,6-Penta-O-galloyl-
β-D-glucopyranoside as a Therapeutic
*Natalie Kay Hirl, BA 
Biochemistry 
University Honors




Thesis: Preparation of the CRISPR Cas9 
System for Directed Mutagenesis of the 
FSR1 Gene of the Filamentous Fungi 
Fusarium Verticillioides
Matthew Lynn Lenz, BA 
Biochemistry
Hanna Lovstad, BA 
Biochemistry
Anna Christina Martinez, BA 
Chemistry 
University Honors
Shaylah Peyton McCool, BS 
Biochemistry
Nicholas Tyrone Moats, BA 
Chemistry Teaching
Zachery John Nunemaker, BA 
Biochemistry
Jennifer Petsche, BA 
Biochemistry 
University Honors 
Thesis: Construction of a target-specific 
CRISPR-Cas9 vector for the purpose 
of introducing mutations into the FUM1 
gene of Fusarium verticillioides
Pratima Raut, BS 
Biochemistry
Bridget Ann Shoemaker, BA 
Biochemistry 
University Honors
Elizabeth Marie Simpson, BA 
Biochemistry 
University Honors




Thesis: The Effects of Intercalating Dyes 
on the Polymer and Energetic Properties 
of DNA
Madeline Walker, BA 
Biochemistry 
University Honors 
Thesis: The Role of Inflammatory 
Markers in the Connections between 
Sleep and Chronic Health




*Emma Sue Anderson, BA 
Communication Disorders
*Courtney Rose Banwart, BA 
Communication Disorders
Neila Renee Bell, BA 
Communication Disorders
***Kayla Diane Beyer, BA 
Communication Disorders 
University Honors 
Thesis: Eating Behaviors in Autism
Brittney Dawn Biere, BA 
Communication Disorders
Callie Diane Brandanger, BA 
Communication Disorders
Julia Rae Brewer, BA 
Communication Disorders
Rachel Ann Bunke, BA 
Communication Disorders
Courtney L. Clark, BA 
Communication Disorders
***Johanna Opal Cravatta, BA 
Communication Disorders
Katherine Lillian Danielson, BA 
Communication Disorders
*Addieana Lynn Duitscher, BA 
Communication Disorders
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Madison Leigh Engels, BA 
Communication Disorders
**Allison Courtney Freeman, BA 
Communication Disorders
Hannah Marie Gaffney, BA 
Communication Disorders
Brenna Rae Howard, BA 
Communication Disorders
Keeghan Elizabeth Hutchinson, BA 
Communication Disorders
Kaitlyn Kristi Jackson, BA 
Communication Disorders
Taylor Lyn Kluesner, BA 
Communication Disorders
Kylie Lynn Knepper, BA 
Communication Disorders
Lauren Mary Kotz, BA 
Communication Disorders
*Lauren Elizabeth Kurt, BA 
Communication Disorders




Thesis: Caregivers’ Perceptions of Literacy 
Toolbox for Children in Foster Care
Rylee Melsha, BA 
Communication Disorders
%Meredith Helen Meyer, BA 
Communication Disorders
Laura Ellen Morse, BA 
Communication Disorders
Kelsi Nguyen, BA 
Communication Disorders
Ashley Rose Norviel, BA 
Communication Disorders
***Allison Marie Prybil, BA 
Communication Disorders
Abigail Marie Ranschau, BA 
Communication Disorders
Emily Katelynn Rouse, BA 
Communication Disorders
*Kalista Danaye Rudd, BA 
Communication Disorders
Malinda Sue Rupalo, BA 
Communication Disorders
***Anna Irene Sagan, BA 
Communication Disorders 
University Honors 
Thesis: Respiratory Differences in 
Spontaneous and Scripted Speech 
Among Bilingual Adults
%Katherine Marie Schroeder, BA 
Communication Disorders
Harley Lynn Schuety, BA 
Communication Disorders
***Madison Mae Simon, BA 
Communication Disorders
*Miranda Marlene Simon, BA 
Communication Disorders
**Kiersten Nicole Steinke, BA 
Communication Disorders
***Elizabeth Jane Stevens, BA 
Communication Disorders
Natalie Elizabeth Thompson, BA 
Communication Disorders 
University Honors
Olyvia Marie Thompson, BA 
Communication Disorders
Emma Jo Tunning, BA 
Communication Disorders
Lizabeth Ann Waters, BA 
Communication Disorders
%Sydney Elizabeth Weaver, BA 
Communication Disorders
Marissa JoAnn Weis, BA 
Communication Disorders
**Amy Jo Wethington, BA 
Communication Disorders
COMMUNICATION & MEDIA
Danielle Rose Anderson, BA 
Communication/Public Relations
Hurie Bah, BA 
Communication
Kelbey Barbadillo, BA 
Communication/Public Relations
Ayne Bell, BA 
Communication
Darcy Bertolino, BA 
Communication/Electronic Media: Digital 
Journalism
Logan Lorence Blackman, BA 
Communication/Digital Media Journalism
Alyssa Lee Bowers, BA 
Communication
Megan Marie Bradford, BA 
Communication/Public Relations
Bailey Michele Brinck, BA 
Communication
Reagan Farlow Brown, BA 
Communication
Spencer Kurtis Brown, BA 
Communication
Kaitlyn Erika Busswitz, BA 
Communication
Alanna Leopold Byrnes, BA 
Communication/Public Relations
Hadalyn Joy Carlson, BA 
Communication/Public Relations: Sports 
Public Relations
Connor John Carroll, BA 
Communication
Sashay Mon’A Carroll, BA 
Communication
**Bailey Marie Caskey, BA 
Communication/Public Relations 
University Honors 
Thesis: Meet Your Audience Where They 
Are: The Dissemination and Reception of 
Political Messaging Among Young Voters
Abigail Chagolla, BA 
Communication
Hanna Elizabeth Chieves, BA 
Communication
Shane E. Christensen, BA 
Communication/Public Relations: Sports 
Public Relations
**Whitman Emily Cler, BA 
Political Communication
Brianna Lynn Cleveland, BA 
Interactive Digital Studies
Natoya Monique Cole, BA 
Communication/Public Relations
*Shannon Cross, BA 
Communication
Monica Mae Cruise, BA 
Communication/Electronic Media: Digital 
Media Production
Kaylee Rennee Daniels, BA 
Communication/Electronic Media: Digital 
Media Production 
Communication/Electronic Media: Digital 
Media Leadership
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% Legacy
Dakota Kay Davis, BA 
Interactive Digital Studies
Dylan Ryan Deerberg, BA 
Communication/Public Relations: 
Strategic Public Relations
**Nicole Marie Deerberg, BA 
Communication/Public Relations: Special 
Events
Koree Deering, BA 
Communication/Public Relations: 
Strategic Public Relations
Kaylee Clair DeFord, BA 
Communication
Brady Russell Determan, BA 
Communication
Monica Dhumne, BA 
Interactive Digital Studies
Christopher Steven Dobernecker, BA 
Communication/Public Relations
Mackenzie Jean Dorsey, BA 
Communication/Public Relations: 
Strategic Public Relations
Pearl Kristine Doty, BA 
Communication
Trae Elliot Eenhuis, BA 
Communication/Electronic Media: Digital 
Media Production
Afton Julaine Engberg, BA 
Communication/Public Relations: Special 
Events
Samantha J. Enos, BA 
Interactive Digital Studies
Elliotte Eve Evans, BA 
Communication
Danielle Marie Federspiel, BA 
Communication
Madeline Grace Fer, BA 
Communication
Lindsey Renee Fisher, BA 
Communication/Electronic Media: Digital 
Media Leadership
**%Brett Philip Foreman, BA 
Interactive Digital Studies
Hannah Grace Fowler, BA 
Communication
Elerson Taylor G.Smith, BA 
Communication
Preston Jabes Geerts, BA 
Communication 
University Honors
Connor Kyle Gibson, BA 
Interactive Digital Studies
Emily Ann Goettsch, BA 
Communication
Natalie Grace Graves, BA 
Communication
Ricki Danielle Grover, BA 
Communication/Public Relations: Special 
Events
Marissa Kay Hafner, BA 
Communication
*Allison Jean Hale, BA 
Interactive Digital Studies
Clayton Marcus Happel, BA 
Communication/Digital Media Journalism
Noah Ray Harris, BA 
Communication/Public Relations: 
Strategic Public Relations
Justine Catherine Henck, BA 
Communication
Malory Ann Henze, BA 
Communication
Blair Lee Hines, BA 
Communication/Electronic Media: Digital 
Journalism
Jordan Holz, BA 
Communication
Trinity Kay Hopkey, BA 
Communication/Public Relations: 
Strategic Public Relations
Colin James Hughes, BA 
Interactive Digital Studies
Kristina Renee Huling, BA 
Communication/Public Relations: Sports 
Public Relations
Kazek Israni-Winger, BA 
Communication/Electronic Media: Digital 
Media Production
Amanda Jo Jensen, BA 
Interactive Digital Studies
Derrick D. Kelley, BA 
Communication/Public Relations: Sports 
Public Relations
Dylan Joseph Kleinschmidt, BA 
Communication/Electronic Media: Digital 
Media Production
Alexandra Leone Knospe, BA 
Interactive Digital Studies
Lane Larry John Larson, BA 
Communication/Electronic Media: Digital 
Media Production
Preston Michael Larson, BA 
Interactive Digital Studies
***Sofia Isabel Legaspi, BA 
Communication/Electronic Media: Digital 
Journalism
Gabrielle D. Leitner, BA 
Communication/Electronic Media: Digital 
Media Leadership
**Megan Leigh Lenstra, BA 
Communication Theatre Teaching
Tess Olivia Leuck, BA 
Communication/Public Relations
Taylor Elizabeth Lien, BA 
Communication/Electronic Media: Digital 
Media Leadership
Paige Nicole Lindaman, BA 
Communication/Digital Media Journalism
%Miranda Emma Rose Livingston, BA 
Communication
Noah Daniel Lucy, BA 
Communication/Electronic Media: Digital 
Media Production
Victor Martinez, BA 
Communication
Allison Joy Mazzarella, BA 
Communication/Electronic Media: Digital 
Journalism
Caitlyn McCoy, BA 
Communication/Public Relations: Special 
Events
Mackenzie Crystal Meisenheimer, BA 
Communication
*Christopher Matthew Merck, BA 
Political Communication 
University Honors 
Thesis: “It’s Important to Just Have Your 
Voice Heard”: Young Voters’ Changing 
Perceptions of Political Efficacy
Avriel Mae Miller, BA 
Communication
Cameron Miller, BA 
Communication
Joshua Anthony Milliken, BA 
Communication/Electronic Media: Digital 
Media Production
Charlie Anne Myers, BA 
Communication
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Ashton Hope Neuses, BA 
Communication
Michael Gregory Oasheim, BA 
Communication/Electronic Media: Digital 
Media Production
Kalei Jeanne Owens, BA 
Interactive Digital Studies
Leslie Owusu, BA 
Interactive Digital Studies
Tyler Jerome Pauley, BA 
Interactive Digital Studies
Brady Anthony Perry, BA 
Communication/Public Relations
Logan Pierce, BA 
Communication
%Carolyn Elizabeth Pint, BA 
Communication
Cayla Anne Rasmussen, BA 
Communication
Sarah Elizabeth Ritondale, BA 
Communication/Electronic Media: Digital 
Journalism
Jaret Scott Roe, BA 
Communication/Public Relations: 
Strategic Public Relations
Daniel Michael Roers, BA 
Communication/Electronic Media: Digital 
Media Production
Natalie Ann Rork, BA 
Communication/Public Relations
Natalie Elizabeth-Noel Ross, BA 
Communication
Josiah Paul Sabino, BA 
Communication
Hannah Jean Sackett, BA 
Communication/Public Relations: 
Strategic Public Relations
Samuel John Sacquitne, BA 
Communication
Riley Marie Sailer, BA 
Communication/Public Relations: Special 
Events
Robert Sales, BA 
Communication
Elexia Joan San Nicolas, BA 
Interactive Digital Studies
Reagan Saul, BA 
Interactive Digital Studies
Allie Schaefer, BA 
Communication
Sierra Michelle Schreckengost, BA 
Interactive Digital Studies
Jacob R. Schwarm, BA 
Communication
Kayla Marie Seymour, BA 
Communication/Public Relations: Special 
Events
Payton Taylor Smith, BA 
Communication
Jarrica Lauren Speidel, BA 
Communication/Public Relations
Joseph Francis Start, BA 
Communication
Hannah Grace Stater, BA 
Communication 
Interactive Digital Studies
Regan Lee Stevens, BA 
Communication
Jordan James Stevenson, BA 
Communication/Electronic Media: Digital 
Media Production
CheLynn Taylor, BA 
Communication/Public Relations: Special 
Events
Richard John TeKippe, BA 
Communication/Public Relations: Special 
Events
Kevin Thorn, BA 
Communication: Electronic Media 
Production/Performance 
Communication: Electronic Media 
Leadership
Logan Tobler, BA 
Communication/Electronic Media: Digital 
Media Production
Sophie E. Troxell, BA 
Communication/Public Relations: Special 
Events
*Annebel Trumm, BA 
Interactive Digital Studies 
University Honors
Lisa Marie Tucker, BA 
Interactive Digital Studies
David Willoz Udy, BA 
Communication
Benjamin Riley VanHorn, BA 
Interactive Digital Studies
Kelsey Nicole Vasquez, BA 
Communication/Public Relations: Special 
Events
Talia Jean Vespestad, BA 
Communication/Public Relations
**Mackenzie Alexander Vos, BA 
Interactive Digital Studies
Taylor Anne Waldstein, BA 
Communication
Sabrina Marie Walker, BA 
Communication
Francis Walsh, BA 
Communication
Shakirah Kadifah Warren, BA 
Communication
Lexie R. Warth, BA 
Communication/Public Relations
Madison Rae Watland, BA 
Interactive Digital Studies
**Colby Lee Weber, BA 
Communication/Public Relations: 
Strategic Public Relations
Holly Jayne Wetterling, BA 
Communication/Public Relations
Hannah Rachel-Karbula Williams, BA 
Communication
Anthony Jordan Woodley, BA 
Interactive Digital Studies




Saif Badar Alshibli, BS 
Networking & System Administration
Abdulla Nasr A. M. Alkhelaifi, BS 
Computer Science
Jared Matthew Appleman, BS 
Computer Science
Lucas R. Beal, BS 
Computer Science
Farhan Bin Amjad, BS 
Computer Science
Alex Christopher Carlson, BS 
Computer Science
Robert Paul Carlson, BA 
Computer Science
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Vincent Reno Facciani, BA 
Computer Science
Alison Sarah Fife, BA 
Computer Science
Paxton Christine Fife, BA 
Computer Science
Caiden Michael Hauser, BA 
Computer Science
Carter Heinzerling, BA 
Computer Science
Jasmin Husidic, BA 
Computer Science
Viktor Jovanovic, BA 
Computer Science
Alex P. Kobberdahl, BA 
Computer Science
*Adam Peter Koch, BA 
Computer Science
Austin John Kupka, BA 
Computer Science
Jason Allan Layton, BA 
Computer Science
Parker Magnussen, BA 
Computer Science
*Christopher James May, BS 
Computer Science 
University Honors 
Thesis: An Alternative Approach to 
Malware Research
Anthony Robert McDowell, BA 
Computer Science
Alan Mark McKay, BS 
Computer Science
Scott Meether, BA 
Computer Science
Benjamin Miljkovic, BA 
Computer Science
Coty Newell, BA 
Computer Science
*Hong Nguyen, BS 
Computer Science
**Dakota James O’Connell, BA 
Computer Science
Coved William Oswald, BS 
Computer Science
Drake Robert Oswald, BS 
Computer Science 
University Honors
Johnny Quoc Pham, BA 
Computer Science
Aaron Riggs, BA 
Computer Science
Ethan Roy Roth, BA 
Computer Science
Ryan Scott Siefken, BA 
Computer Science
Ian Randie Tayner, BA 
Computer Science
Bryce Anne Teague, BA 
Computer Science
Alexander Joseph Winfield, BA 
Computer Science
Megan R. Yasuda, BS 
Computer Science
EARTH & ENVIRONMENTAL 
SCIENCES
Nicholas Dean Brushaber, BA 
Environmental Resource Management: 
Ecosystems
Forrester David Cronin, BA 
Earth Science
Abigail Felix-Zandoval, BA 
Environmental Science
Grant Robert Glueck, BA 
Environmental Science
Hannah Marie Hamilton, BA 
Earth Science Teaching
Morgan Lee Jacobson, BA 
Environmental Science
Logan J. Letellier, BA 
Earth Science
Faith Erin Luce, BA 
Environmental Science
Kieley Jo Lyon, BA 
Environmental Science
Pierce Leo Matt, BA 
Environmental Science
Theresa Marie Mayer, BA 
Earth Science
Daniel Robert Nielsen, BA 
Environmental Science
**Pratik Poudel, BS 
Environmental Science: Environmental 
Earth Science
Stefan Maack Remund, BA 
Environmental Science 
Earth Science
Dustin Glenn Roberts, BA 
Earth Science 
Environmental Science
Andrew Mark Rust, BA 
Environmental Science
Samantha Jade Schuler, BA 
Earth Science
Jason Edward Schutter, BA 
Earth Science
LANGUAGES & LITERATURES
Shalika Briana Allison, BA 
English
***Liliane Atty, BA 
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages
Hurie Bah, BA 
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages
**Carl James Barnhart, BA 
English Teaching
Devon Batson, BA 
English Teaching
Tessa Becker, BA 
English Teaching
Tyler Andrew Benson, BA 
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages
Jaired Jordan Blaine, BA 
English
Dylan John Bolinger, BA 
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages
***Mollie Borth, BA 
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages
Calli Jean Brouwer, BA 
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages
Per’Tiyah Bruce, BA 
English
Haley Jordan Bunnell, BA 
English
Alexandria Lynn Burgin, BA 
English Teaching
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**Bailey Marie Caskey, BA 
Spanish 
University Honors 
Thesis: Meet Your Audience Where They 
Are: The Dissemination and Reception of 
Political Messaging Among Young Voters
Logan James Chaloupka, BA 
English Teaching
Adam Gregory Chelleen, BA 
Spanish
**Isabel Marie Conner, BA 
English Teaching
Shelby Lynn Cook, BA 
English
Emma Elizabeth Cortney, BA 
TESOL/Spanish
*Jennifer K. Curtis, BA 
TESOL/Spanish 
University Honors
Sarah Josephine Davis, BA 
English Teaching
Nicole Rain De Penning, BA 
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages 
University Honors
Alexis Rene Dinsmore, BA 
English
Lindsey Leigh East, BA 
Spanish
Mirranda Pamalynn Eid, BA 
English
***Allison Colleen Fisher, BA 
English Teaching
Sarah Violet Fluegel, BA 
English
*Ryan Frank, BA 
Spanish
*Jacob Mathew Freeman, BA 
English Teaching
**Morgan Ray Gallagher, BA 
English Teaching
Shannon Rachel Garrett, BA 
English
*Nicole Goodman, BA 
English Teaching
Daniella Katherine Guerrero, BA 
English
**Ashlin E. Hayungs, BA 
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages 
University Honors
Rebecca Ann Hunter, BA 
English
Madison Taylor Johansen, BA 
English
Nikelle Leann Johnson, BA 
English Teaching
**Mykah Rose Kennedy, BA 
English Teaching
Emily Lynn Koenig, BA 
English
Alvin Kong, BA 
English
*Kayla Koop, BA 
TESOL/Spanish
Colin Jamison Koops, BA 
English
**Megan Leigh Lenstra, BA 
English Teaching
Taylor Elizabeth Lien, BA 
English
Allie Jo Marchesano, BA 
English Teaching
***Gabrielle Lucy Mauro, BA 
English Teaching
Emily Marie McCalley, BA 
Spanish
Lindsay Jane McClurg, BA 
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages
Adriana Lynn Miene, BA 
English
Cecilia Love Mitchell, BA 
English
*Elizabeth Catherine Moats, BA 
English Teaching
Cynthia Montoya, BA 
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages
Jayden Kawthaw Moo, BA 
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages
*Katie Marie Moore, BA 
Spanish
Jordan N. Nelson, BA 
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages
Tyler Todd Oetken, BA 
English Teaching
Laura Olson, BA 
English Teaching
Alma Delia Pesina, BA 
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages
*Kaitlyn Pietan, BA 
English Teaching
Bailey Cristine Potratz, BA 
Spanish
Sarah Elizabeth Rasing, BA 
English
Dezirae Monique Reyes, BA 
English Teaching
*Megan L. Rinke, BA 
TESOL/Spanish
Grace M. Sack, BA 
Spanish 
University Honors 
Thesis: Editing Fusarium graminearum 
using CRISPR/Cas9
Shelby Jane Sanderson, BA 
English Teaching
Savannah Marie Scallon, BA 
TESOL/Spanish
**Zachary Joseph Schaben, BA 
Spanish
Thea Schaff, BA 
English
Erica Diane Scherer, BA 
English
Austin Micheal Schmuecker, BA 
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages
Zachary Myles Schroeder, BA 
English
*Brittany Hope Schultz, BA 
English Teaching
*Miranda Marlene Simon, BA 
Spanish
Erin Skarda, BA 
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages
Lauren McKenna Smith, BA 
English Teaching
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Dalila Solis, BA 
Spanish
Liam Suttles, BA 
English
Cory Brian Taylor, BA 
English
Brady James Tegeler, BA 
English
Tyler Ross Thomas, BA 
English Teaching
**Erin Riley Thomason, BA 
Spanish 
University Honors 
Thesis: “Give Me Your Tired, Your Poor, 
Your Huddled Masses Yearning To 
Breathe Free”: A Case Study Analysis of 
U.S. Immigration Policy and Perceptions 
of Latin American Immigrants
Hunter Stephen Thompson, BA 
English
Lyric Lynn Tracy, BA 
English
Jose Trinidad, BA 
Spanish
Juan Nepomuseno Trinidad, BA 
Spanish
Caitlyn Paige Van Scoyoc, BA 
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages
Jamilyn Rae Ver Steegh, BA 
English
*Morgan Elizabeth Vogeler, BA 
TESOL/Spanish
Danielle Christine Walker, BA 
English Teaching
Katie Sue Wempen, BA 
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages
Lauren Ann Winter, BA 
Spanish
Cassandra Joyce Wray, BA 
Spanish
MATHEMATICS
Jackson Douglas Abbas, BA 
Mathematics Teaching
Carlos Alberto Aldape, BA 
Mathematics Teaching
Bethany Marie Amos, BA 
Mathematics Teaching
Riley Tanner Andreasen, BA 
Mathematics
Isaac Howard Benton, BA 
Math: Statistics/Actuarial Science
*Jaedon McShane Bettle, BA 
Math: Statistics/Actuarial Science 
University Honors 
Thesis: A Statistical Analysis for the NFL 
Draft
Kelly J. Brockett, BA 
Math: Statistics/Actuarial Science 
University Honors
Samantha Crawford, BA 
Mathematics Teaching
Carissa Ann Cummings, BA 
Mathematics 
University Honors
Justin Michael Dahl, BA 
Math: Statistics/Actuarial Science
**Sydney Allyn DeBruin, BA 
Mathematics Teaching
*Alexa Rae DeVore, BA 
Mathematics Teaching 
University Honors 
Thesis: How to Create a Radically 
Inclusive Math Classroom with Regards 
to Gender and Sexual Orientation
***Jack Scott Glienke, BA 
Math: Statistics/Actuarial Science 
University Honors 
Thesis: Life and Death: Quantifying the 
Risk of Heart Disease with Machine 
Learning
Brynn Lauren Harberts, BA 
Math: Statistics/Actuarial Science 
University Honors
Shawna Whitney Hughes, BA 
Mathematics
***Aaron Michael Anderson Iehl, BA 
Math: Statistics/Actuarial Science 
Presidential Scholar 
University Honors 
Thesis: An Empirical Analysis on Major 
League Soccer Player Earnings
**Emily Sharen Iehl, BA 
Math: Statistics/Actuarial Science
*Christopher Matthew Merck, BA 
Mathematics Teaching 
University Honors 
Thesis: “It’s Important to Just Have Your 
Voice Heard”: Young Voters’ Changing 
Perceptions of Political Efficacy
***Jaclyn Rose Miller, BA 
Mathematics Teaching
*Hong Nguyen, BA 
Mathematics
Lucas William Oswald, BA 
Math: Statistics/Actuarial Science 
University Honors
***Andrew Quentin Owens, BA 
Math: Statistics/Actuarial Science
Derek David Pape, BA 
Math: Statistics/Actuarial Science
Stephanie Rose Peiffer, BA 
Mathematics Teaching
Mariah Jeanne Piippo, BA 
Mathematics
Adrian Sanchez, BA 
Math: Statistics/Actuarial Science
Jessica Schuring, BA 
Mathematics
Tyler James Stanton, BA 
Math: Statistics/Actuarial Science
Saige Cathrin Trca, BA 
Math: Statistics/Actuarial Science
Anthony Luis Tuttle, BA 
Mathematics Teaching
Bradley John Warner, BA 
Mathematics Teaching
Ryan Ray Weber, BA 
Math: Statistics/Actuarial Science
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
***%Dakota Hunter Andersen, BM 
Music Education: Choral/General
Samuel Charles Anderson, BM 
Music Education: Jazz/General
Jason Andrew Andriano, BM 
Music Education: Jazz/General
Zachary P. Archer, BM 
Music Education: Choral/General
Shannon Naomi Berry, BM 
Music Education: Choral/General
Alan Michael Beving, BM 
Music Education: Instrumental/General
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Andrew William Braught, BA 
Music: General Studies in Music
Shelby Ann Brewer, BA 
Music: General Studies in Music
*Julian Castillo, BA 
Music: General Studies in Music 
University Honors
*Cheyanne Maria Chapin, BM 
Music Education: Instrumental/General 
University Honors 
Thesis: Adapting Instruments, Not 
Students: A Study of Adaptive Musical 
Instruments
Samuel Clinton Coon, BM 
Music Education: Choral/General
Breeana Lynn De Vos, BM 
Music Education: Choral/General
Blair DeBolt, BA 
Music: General Studies in Music
***Adam Christopher Denner, BM 
Music Education: Instrumental/General 
Presidential Scholar 
University Honors 
Thesis: “The Tuba and Tape”: An 
Exploration of Repertoire for Solo Tuba 
and Fixed Electronic Media
**Nathan James Dickerson, BM 
Music Education: Instrumental/General
**Mackenzie Dugger, BM 
Music Performance: Track A 
(Instrumental)
**Mikaela Sue Dunn, BA 
Music: Performing Arts Managment
Trevor Ryan Else, BM 
Music Performance: Track A 
(Instrumental)
**Amelyn Enriquez, BM 
Music Performance: Track A 
(Instrumental)
Andrey Sergey Floryanovich, BM 
Music Performance: Track A 
(Instrumental) 
Music: Jazz Studies
*Elizabeth Paige Fontenot, BM 
Music Education: Choral/General
*Abigail Kathleen Frommelt, BM 
Music Education: Choral/General
Danae Kathleen Gordon, BA 
Music: General Studies in Music
Abigail E. Greene, BA 
Music: General Studies in Music
**Terra Coral Hill, BM 
Music Education: Instrumental/General
Adrian Thomas Horras, BA 
Music: General Studies in Music
Abigail Jane Hunt, BA 
Music: General Studies in Music
Abigail Christine Ingwersen, BM 
Music Education: Instrumental/General
Aricson J. Knoblock, BA 
Music: Music Technology
Jacob Allen Kraber, BM 
Music Education: Instrumental/General
Jarod Conagher Kral, BA 
Music: Performing Arts Managment
*Lauren Elizabeth Leman, BA 
Music: General Studies in Music
**Jacob Lynn Lesan, BM 
Music Education: Instrumental/General
Tyler Ray Martin, BM 
Music Education: Instrumental/General
*Hannah Annell Miedema, BM 
Music Education: Choral/General
Abigail Ruth Moore, BA 
Music: Music History 
Music Performance: Track A 
(Instrumental)
Samuel Robert Joel Nau, BM 
Music Education: Instrumental/General
Alissa Ortega, BM 
Music Education: Instrumental/General 
University Honors
Elizabeth Patrick, BM 
Music Education: Instrumental/General
Joshua Daniel Piering, BM 
Music Education: Instrumental/General
Jotham Daniel Polashek, BM 
Music Education: Instrumental/General 
University Honors
Sara Amy Elizabeth Roth, BA 
Music: General Studies in Music
*Brittany Hope Schultz, BA 
Music: General Studies in Music
Hannah Nicole Sealock, BA 
Music: General Studies in Music
*Brenda Jane Sevcik, BM 
Music Education: Instrumental/General 
Music Performance: Track A 
(Instrumental) 
University Honors
***Anya Elizabeth Shorey, BA 
Music: General Studies in Music 
Presidential Scholar 
University Honors 
Thesis: Testing the Effects of Mindfulness 
in Reducing Music Performance Anxiety 
as Measured by Cortisol and Self-Report
***Isaac Raymond Smith, BM 
Composition - Theory 
Presidential Scholar 
University Honors 
Thesis: Spectral Time: How Gérard 
Grisey’s Concept of Musical Time is Still 
Relevant Today
Crystal Sun Mee Spencer, BA 
Music: General Studies in Music
*%Michael James Stow, BM 
Music Education: Instrumental/General
Aaron Robert Unash, BA 
Music: General Studies in Music
**Mackenzie Alexander Vos, BA 
Music: Music Technology
Shelby Leigh Warner, BA 
Music: General Studies in Music
Colton Thomas Whetstone, BM 
Music Education: Instrumental/General
Glenn Joseph Zimmer, BA 
Music: General Studies in Music
PHILOSOPHY & WORLD 
RELIGIONS
David William Boody, BA 
Philosophy 
Alanna Leopold Byrnes, BA 
Philosophy
Ryan Carlile, BA 
Philosophy
Natasha Marie Childers, BA 
The Study of Religion
Rachel Kay Dillavou, BA 
The Study of Religion 
University Honors
Ricki Hall, BA 
Philosophy
Christina Catherine Justice, BA 
The Study of Religion
**Cade Matthew Olmstead, BA 
Philosophy 
University Honors
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Drake Robert Oswald, BA 
Philosophy 
University Honors
Ryan Owens, BA 
Philosophy 
The Study of Religion
Athena Karol Strong, BA 
Philosophy
Madeleine Nicole Simonson Sullivan, BA 
The Study of Religion
Carter McCoy Williams, BA 
Philosophy
PHYSICS
Tyler David Brown, BA 
Physics Teaching
Ryan Carlile, BS 
Physics
Dexter Cox, BA 
Physics
Forrester David Cronin, BA 
Physics




Thesis: Analysis of Gene Expression 
in Early-Stage Pancreatic Cancer and 
Investigation of 1,2,3,4,6-Penta-O-galloyl-
β-D-glucopyranoside as a Therapeutic
Tyler Nelsen, BS 
Physics
*Evan Connor O’Leary, BS 
Physics
Cole Michael Schreiber, BA 
Physics
Skylar Andrew Scott, BS 
Physics




Thesis: The Effects of Intercalating Dyes 
on the Polymer and Energetic Properties 
of DNA
Ernest Wilbert Toutant III, BA 
Physics Teaching
Ibrica Tutic, BS 
Physics - 3+2 
University Honors
Taylor Ann Walters, BA, BS 
Physics Teaching, BA 
Physics, BS
Gaoyong Wu, BS 
Physics
SCIENCE EDUCATION
*Noah Arrowood, BA 
Comprehensive Secondary Science 
Teaching
Annika Marie Della Vedova, BA 
Comprehensive Secondary Science 
Teaching 
University Honors
Trevor Allan Eiklenborg, BA 
Comprehensive Secondary Science 
Teaching
Thatcher Lynn Goodale, BA 
Middle/Junior High School Science 
Teaching
Levi James Nettleton, BA 
Comprehensive Secondary Science 
Teaching
Dawson Michael Williams, BA 
Comprehensive Secondary Science 
Teaching
TECHNOLOGY
Ali Naser H Al Badrani, BS 
Electrical Engineering Technology (EET)
Saif Mohammed Sultan Al Kaabi, BS 
Manufacturing Engineering Techology: 
Advanced Manufacturing
Mohammed Hassan A Albasri, BS 
Electrical Engineering Technology (EET)
Ian Joseph Alexia, BS 
Electrical Engineering Technology (EET)
Ali Mohammed H Alfaraj, BS 
Electrical Engineering Technology (EET)
Hassan Awwadh Almalki, BS 
Manufacturing Engineering Techology: 
Advanced Manufacturing
Yousef Saeed Almalki, BS 
Manufacturing Engineering Techology: 
Advanced Manufacturing 
Manufacturing Engineering Technology: 
Metal Casting
Maria Isabel Alverio, BS 
Manufacturing Engineering Technology: 
Metal Casting 
University Honors
Tristan Wesley Bainum, BS 
Manufacturing Engineering Technology: 
Manufacturing Design
Michael John Baker, BS 
Construction Management
Eric Baldrige, BS 
Technology & Engineering Education 
-Teaching
Zachary Eric Bartolo, BA 
Graphic Technologies
Max J. Bergo, BS 
Technology & Engineering Education 
-Teaching
Noah Bouse, BS 
Construction Management
Tomas J. Breitinger, BS 
Electrical Engineering Technology (EET)
Connor James Brown, BS, BA 
Manufacturing Engineering Techology: 
Advanced Manufacturing, BS 
Technology Management, BA
Jacob Daniel Buss, BS 
Electrical Engineering Technology (EET)
*Theresa Mary Carl, BA 
Technology Management
Blake Robert Chipera, BA 
Graphic Technologies
Mitchell Clemens, BS 
Construction Management
Nolan Matthew Clemons, BA 
Technology Management
Carter James Daack, BS 
Electrical Engineering Technology (EET)
Jon Lee Dabney, BAS 
Technology
Noah Michael Dobson, BS 
Manufacturing Engineering Technology: 
Advanced Manufacturing
Robby Gerald Droeszler, BS 
Construction Management
Jordan Leo Eischeid, BA 
Graphic Technologies
Nicholas Jay Engel, BS 
Electrical Engineering Technology (EET)
Joseph Brian Esser, BS 
Construction Management
Adam Daniel Fielder, BA 
Graphic Technologies
Collin David Frampton, BS 
Construction Management
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Matthew Alan Gardner, BA 
Technology Management
Matthew Leo Goedken, BS 
Construction Management
Kehan Guo, BS 
Electrical Engineering Technology (EET)
Haley Rose Hackett, BA 
Graphic Technologies
%Erin Kathleen Hagen, BS 
Construction Management
Jonathan Cameron Handley, BS 
Construction Management
Joel Murphy Hanus, BS 
Technology & Engineering Education 
-Teaching
Ashley Brooke Harper, BS 
Technology & Engineering Education 
-Teaching
Daniel Shane Harris, BS, BA 
Manufacturing Engineering Technology: 
Advanced Manufacturing, BS 
Technology Management, BA
Tucker Jarret Hart, BS 
Manufacturing Engineering Technology: 
Manufacturing Design
Cole Richard Hassman, BA 
Technology Management
Ryan William Heft, BS 
Construction Management
Logan Avery Heisdorffer, BS, BA 
Manufacturing Engineering Technology: 
Manufacturing Design, BS 
Technology Management, BA
Aaron Hermanson, BS 
Manufacturing Engineering Technology: 
Manufacturing Design 
Manufacturing Engineering Technology: 
Metal Casting
Landon Richard Hinchman, BS, BA 
Manufacturing Engineering Technology: 
Manufacturing Design, BS 
Manufacturing Engineering Technology: 
Metal Casting, BS 
Technology Management, BA
Conner Joseph Hinckle, BS 
Manufacturing Engineering Technology: 
Manufacturing Design
Trey Louis Hitchings, BS 
Construction Management
Cory Joseph Hoeger, BS 
Construction Management
Muamer Hrustic, BS, BA 
Manufacturing Engineering Technology: 
Manufacturing Design, BS 
Technology Management, BA
Nicholas Earl Hyland, BA 
Technology Management
Grant Imoehl, BS 
Construction Management
Tennor Jon Isaacson, BS 
Construction Management
Christopher Raynard Jackson, BS 
Electrical Engineering Technology (EET)
Jose Gabriel Jaramillo, BA 
Technology Management
Terrean’ce Deante Jennings, BA 
Graphic Technologies
Nicholas Michael Josephson, BS 
Technology & Engineering Education 
-Teaching
Jack Thomas Kersten, BS 
Construction Management
John Daniel Kester, BS 
Manufacturing Engineering Technology: 
Manufacturing Design
Cade Joseph Klimesh, BS 
Electrical Engineering Technology (EET)
Alexandra Leone Knospe, BA 
Graphic Technology
Tierney L. Kokke, BS 
Technology & Engineering Education 
-Teaching
Grant Michael Kramer, BS 
Construction Management
Andrew Kyle Kringle, BS 
Technology & Engineering Education 
-Teaching
MacKale Joel Laven, BS 
Construction Management
**Meishan Li, BS 
Electrical Engineering Technology (EET)
Eric Wayne Lietsch, BAS 
Technology
Michael Dean Luett, BS 
Construction Management
Taylor Andrew Lujan, BS 
Construction Management
Nicholas Anthony Mangrich, BS 
Electrical Engineering Technology (EET)
Jieren Mao, BS 
Construction Management
Andrew Martin, BS 
Technology & Engineering Education 
-Teaching
Pamela Jean Mayberry, BS 
Manufacturing Engineering Technology: 
Advanced Manufacturing
Mitchell McAleer, BS 
Construction Management
Courtney Ann McClaine, BS 
Construction Management
Adrianna Elizabeth Miller, BA 
Graphic Technology
Danny William Miller, BS 
Electrical Engineering Technology (EET)
Paden Sans Moore, BS 
Construction Management
Samuel Loran Munsell, BS 
Construction Management
Brooke Nicole Myers, BA 
Technology Management
Jacob Yusuf Nash, BA 
Technology Management
Thaddeus S. Nelson, BS 
Technology & Engineering Education 
-Teaching
Jordan Michael Norvell, BS 
Construction Management
Gannon George Osing, BS 
Construction Management
Joshua Alan Phifer, BS 
Construction Management
Jacob Michael Philipsen, BS 
Construction Management
Alan Josue Posadas, BA 
Technology Management
Colin Hunter Ralston, BA 
Technology Management
Brett Jon Rathe, BS 
Manufacturing Engineering Technology: 
Advanced Manufacturing
Alex Connor Reed, BS 
Construction Management
Jacob Christopher Reid, BS 
Technology & Engineering Education 
-Teaching
James Donald Reitsma, BAS 
Technology
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Anthony M. Richmond, BA 
Graphic Technologies
Kyle John Roberts, BA 
Technology Management
Joseph Sanford, BS 
Construction Management
*Curtis Schares, BA 
Technology Management
Nate Lee Schmidt, BS 
Manufacturing Engineering Technology: 
Metal Casting
Rachael LeAnne Sears, BS 
Mfg Eng Tech: Mfg Design
Bryon James Sells, BS 
Manufacturing Engineering Technology: 
Metal Casting
Jason Keith Setterdahl, BS 
Electrical Engineering Technology (EET)
Brayden Tyler Shepherd, BS 
Electrical Engineering Technology (EET)
Brandon Sherman, BAS 
Technology
Charles Trausch Smith, BS 
Construction Management
Christopher James Smith, BA 
Graphic Technology
Michael Anthony Smith, BAS 
Technology
Marcus Lane Stahlberg, BS 
Technology & Engineering Education 
-Teaching
Joel Sadler Stephenson, BS, BA 
Electrical Engineering Technology (EET), BS 
Technology Management, BA
Ethan William Stilson, BS 
Construction Management
Cody Lyn Storjohann, BS 
Construction Management
Steven Stroud, BA 
Technology Management
**Phoebe Iang Cin Sung, BS 
Electrical Engineering Technology (EET)
Austin James Teakell, BAS 
Technology
Emmanuel Tejada Liranzo, BAS 
Technology
Seth Walker Thomas, BA, BS 
Technology Management, BA 
Manufacturing Engineering Technology: 
Metal Casting, BS 
Manufacturing Engineering Technology: 
Manufacturing Design, BS 
Manufacturing Engineering Technology: 
Advanced Manufacturing, BS
Nebraska Lee Thorson, BS 
Manufacturing Engineering Technology: 
Metal Casting
Zachary Ryan Tichy, BA 
Graphic Technologies
Katherine Anne Tickal, BA 
Technology Management 
Graphic Technology
*Annebel Trumm, BA 
Graphic Technologies 
University Honors
Lisa Marie Tucker, BA 
Graphic Technologies
Ryan Joseph Tystahl, BS 
Construction Management
William Valentine, BS 
Construction Management
Caleb Charles Vance, BS 
Construction Management
Joshua Vance, BS 
Construction Management
Kade Dallas VanKirk, BS 
Manufacturing Engineering Technology: 
Metal Casting
*Carter Marcus VonEssen, BS 
Construction Management
Jillian Anna Weber, BS 
Construction Management
Stephen Douglas Wells, BS 
Electrical Engineering Technology (EET)
*Marisa Noel Willenborg, BA 
Graphic Technologies
Steven L. Willis, BS 
Manufacturing Engineering Technology: 
Advanced Manufacturing
Ryan Youngblut, BA 
Technology Management
Brayden Zaruba, BS 
Technology & Engineering Education: 
Teaching
THEATRE
**Erika Marie Bailey, BA 
Theatre: Performance
*Savanna Rose Burkle, BA 
Theatre: Drama & Theatre for Youth 
Theatre: Performance
Abigail Chagolla, BA 
Theatre: Performance
Brandon Thomas Clark, BA 
Theatre: Drama & Theatre for Youth
Garrett Michael Conard, BA 
Theatre: Drama & Theatre for Youth 
Theatre: Design & Production
Carlos Cortes Ortiz, BA 
Theatre: Performance
Alexander Drelich, BA 
Theatre: Design & Production
Angelica Luz Fink, BA 
Theatre: Drama & Theatre for Youth
Kennedy Jo Keil, BA 
Theatre: Drama & Theatre for Youth
**Megan Leigh Lenstra, BA 
Communication Theatre Teaching
Justin Patrick McDermott, BA 
Theatre: Drama & Theatre for Youth
Alissa Newndorp, BA 
Theatre: Design & Production 
Theatre: Drama & Theatre for Youth
Bonnie Anne Ruble, BA 
Theatre: Design & Production
Jonathon David Schaffer, BA 
Theatre: Performance
Rebecca Vae Scherer, BA 
Theatre: Performance
Devin Schupp, BA 
Theatre: Design & Production
Hannah Elizabeth Twitchell, BA 
Theatre: Performance 
University Honors
Luke Walter VanCleve, BA 
Theatre: Design & Production
Mikayla Jan Wahl, BA 
Theatre: Performance
Rachel Stephanie Winter, BA 
Theatre: Performance
Kayla Jo Zeimet, BA 
Theatre: Design & Production
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College of Social and 
Behavioral Sciences
60
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Justine Ackerman, MA 
Counseling: School Counseling
Helena Alacha, MA 
Psychology: Clinical Science 
Thesis: Negative Halo Effects in Parent 
Ratings of ADHD and Conduct Problems
Megan Marie Andera, MSW 
Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program: Trauma Informed Practice
Jenna Marie Banaszek, MSW 
Social Work: Two-Year Foundation 
Program: Trauma Informed Practice
Taylor Ann Benge, MSW 
Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program: Trauma Informed Practice
Ljubomirka Bijelic-Appenzeller, MA 
Counseling: Clinical Mental Health 
Counseling
Anthony Wayne Birch, MA 
History
Michaela Rae Bleeker, MA 
Counseling: School Counseling
Amy R. Bonebrake, MSW 
Social Work: Two-Year Foundation 
Program: Trauma Informed Practice
Kelsey Lynn Boots, MA 
Counseling: School Counseling
Austin Bernard Brinks, MPP 
Public Policy
Shareece M. Burrell, MA 
Women’s and Gender Studies
Laura Kathryn Carpenter, MA 
History: Public History 
Thesis: Labor’s Unsettled Vagrancy: 
The Rise and Fall of the Hobo Labor 
Movement, 1865-1929
Travis John Carrier, MA 
History 
Thesis: Advertising Patriotism: Gender 
and Sacrifice in Ladies’ Home Journal, 
1942-1945
Michaela Elizabeth Chapman, MSW 
Social Work: Two-Year Foundation 
Program: Trauma Informed Practice
Mary S. Corwin, MSW 
Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program: Trauma Informed Practice
Samantha Paige Costello, MA 
Counseling: Clinical Mental Health 
Counseling
Janessa M. Davis, MA 
Counseling: Clinical Mental Health 
Counseling
Brianna Marie De Moss, MA 
Counseling: School Counseling
Emily Nicole Dehner, MA 
Counseling: Clinical Mental Health 
Counseling
Tyler Adam Determann, MSW 
Social Work: Two-Year Foundation 
Program: Trauma Informed Practice
Jamie Dhabalt, MA 
Counseling: Clinical Mental Health 
Counseling
Rachael Irene Dolf, MSW 
Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program: Trauma Informed Practice
Steven Thomas Dreesman, MA 
Counseling: Clinical Mental Health 
Counseling
Brittany A. Du Bois, MA 
Counseling: School Counseling
Jeffrey James Firsching, MA 
Social Science
Samantha Jean Galema, MA 
Counseling: Clinical Mental Health 
Counseling
Petr Grin, MA 
Geography 
Thesis: Utilization of Machine Learning 
Algorithms to Support Retail Chain Store 
Location Decisions
Sydney Ann Grooms, MSW 
Social Work: Two-Year Foundation 
Program: Trauma Informed Practice
Cassandra Jean Hallman, MA 
Counseling: Clinical Mental Health 
Counseling
Andrew Peter Harnois, MA 
History 
Thesis: Richard Walther Darré, National 
Socialism, and Bauernpolitik
Katie Elizabeth Heiden, MSW 
Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program: Trauma Informed Practice
Morgan Janice Hendryx, MSW 
Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program: Trauma Informed Practice
Jasmine Nicole Hills, MA 
History: Public History
Alyssa Elizabeth Hoeppner, MSW 
Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program: Trauma Informed Practice
Bailey Rose Holm, MA 
Psychology: Clinical Science 
Thesis: Self-Stigma and Disclosure of 
Depression in the Workplace
Porsha Isbell, MA 
Counseling: Clinical Mental Health 
Counseling
Hasina Jalal, MA 
Women’s and Gender Studies
Eysha Zubair Khan, MSW 
Social Work: Two-Year Foundation 
Program: Trauma Informed Practice
Theresa Michelle Kramer, MSW 
Social Work: Two-Year Foundation 
Program: Trauma Informed Practice
Steffany A. Kroeger, MA 
Counseling: Clinical Mental Health 
Counseling
Ahlam Laouar, MA 
Women’s and Gender Studies 
Thesis: Bleeding Cuts, Magical Spells, 
Sealed Hymens: A Study of the Rite of 
Tasfih in Algeria
Shannon Jo Lentfer, MSW 
Social Work: Two-Year Foundation 
Program: Trauma Informed Practice
Tierra Marie Luppen, MSW 
Social Work: Two-Year Foundation 
Program: Trauma Informed Practice
Kelvin D’Antrey Mackey, MA 
Counseling: Clinical Mental Health 
Counseling
Shelley Lynn Matthys, MSW 
Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program: Trauma Informed Practice
Siobhan Mairead McTiernan, MA 
Geography 
Thesis: Alaska National Parks and 
Indigenous Peoples: Collaboration for a 
Protected Future
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Cormick Joseph Michael, MA 
Counseling: School Counseling
Katelyn Marie Miner, MA 
Geography
Maria Monakhova, MA 
Geography 
Thesis: Festivals as a Sustainable 
Development Tool: Case Study of 
Teriberka, Russia
Kristin Moore, MSW 
Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program: Trauma Informed Practice
Sara Jane Naughton, MA 
Women’s and Gender Studies
Madison R. Neece, MSW 
Social Work: Two-Year Foundation 
Program: Trauma Informed Practice
Sarah Nelson, MA 
Counseling: School Counseling
Carly J. Nielsen, MA 
Counseling: Clinical Mental Health 
Counseling
Aspen Storme Olsen, MSW 
Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program: Trauma Informed Practice
Emily Marie Phillips, MA 
Counseling: School Counseling
Dylan Pieper, MA 
Psychology: Social Psychology 
Thesis: Challenging Social Systems 
Under the Threat of Pollution: 
Replication and Extension of Eadeh and 
Chang (2019)
Sam Raymon Rasmussen, MSW 
Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program: Trauma Informed Practice
Abigail Ruth Roach, MSW 
Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program: Trauma Informed Practice
Catherine Ann Rottinghaus, MSW 
Social Work: Two-Year Foundation 
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